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Abstract
DSTC designs with high diversity and coding gains and efficient detection and code ma-
trices optimization algorithms in cooperative MIMO networks are proposed in this thesis.
Firstly, adaptive power allocation (PA) algorithms with different criteria for a cooperative
MIMO system equipped with DSTC schemes are proposed and evaluated. Linear receive
filter and maximum likelihood (ML) detection are considered with amplify-and-forward
(AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) cooperation strategies. In the proposed algorithms,
the elements in the PA matrices are optimized at the destination node and then trans-
mitted back to the relay nodes via a feedback channel. Linear minimum mean square
error (MMSE) receive filter expressions and the PA matrices depend on each other and
are updated iteratively. Stochastic gradient (SG) algorithms are developed with reduced
detection complexity. Secondly, an DSTC scheme is proposed for two-hop cooperative
MIMO networks. An adjustable code matrix obtained by a feedback channel is employed
to transform the space-time coded matrix at the relay node. The effects of the limited
feedback and the feedback errors are assessed. An upper bound on the pairwise error
probability analysis is derived and indicates the advantage of employing the adjustable
code matrices at the relay nodes. An alternative optimization algorithm for the adaptive
DSTC scheme is also derived in order to eliminate the need for feedback. Thirdly, an
adaptive delay-tolerant DSTC (DT-DSTC) scheme is proposed for two-hop cooperative
MIMO networks. An ML receiver and adjustable code matrices are considered for dif-
ferent DSTC configuration schemes subject to a power constraint with a DF cooperation
strategy. An upper bound on the pairwise error probability and rank criteria analysis are
derived and indicates the advantage of the proposed coding algorithm. Adaptive DT-
DSTC algorithms are extended to the cooperative MIMO systems using an AF strategy
and opportunistic relaying algorithms in order to achieve a delay-tolerant coding scheme
combined with the optimal power allocation strategies.
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1.1 Overview
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems employ multi-
ple collocated antennas at both source and destination nodes in order to obtain diversity
gains and combat fading. Various space-time coding (STC) schemes, which provide high
diversity and coding gains compared to uncoded schemes, are also utilized in MIMO
wireless systems [1]. However, applying MIMO in mobile communication systems suf-
fers from high cost of computational complexity and the size of mobile terminals.
Cooperative MIMO systems can obtain diversity gains by providing copies of the
transmitted signals with the help of relays to improve the reliability of wireless com-
munication systems [2] - [9]. The basic idea behind these cooperative relaying systems is
to employ multiple relay nodes between the source node and the destination node to form
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a distributed antenna array, which can provide significant advantages in terms of diver-
sity gains. Several cooperation strategies that exploit the links between the relay nodes
and the destination node such as amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF),
compress-and-forward (CF) [2] and distributed space-time coding (DSTC) schemes [3,4]
that employ space-time codes [4, 5] have been extensively studied in the literature. A key
problem that arises in cooperative MIMO systems and which degrades the performance
of such systems is the existence of delays between the signals that are space-time coded
at the relays and decoded at the destination.
In this thesis, optimal power allocation (PA) algorithms, novel distributed STC (D-
STC) designs with adaptive code matrices optimization algorithms are proposed which
achieve higher coding gains and lower complexity detection algorithms compared to ex-
isting techniques. Firstly, PA optimization algorithms [10] - [13] are considered in a
unified framework, and then joint adaptive power allocation (JAPA) algorithms according
to different optimization criteria with a linear receiver or a maximum likelihood (ML)
detector for cooperative MIMO systems employing multiple relay nodes with multiple
antennas are designed. Analyses on the computational complexity and the influence of
feedback are presented which confirms the advantages of the proposed algorithms.
Secondly, adaptive centralized DSTC schemes and algorithms with limited feedback
for cooperative MIMO relaying systems are investigated. Low-complexity encoding and
optimization algorithms are developed and compared to existing coding schemes. In par-
ticular, different DSTC schemes in [14] - [16] are tested and compared with the designed
coding schemes. In order to eliminate the need for feedback channels and achieve higher
coding gains, a fully distributed optimization algorithm is presented and analyzed based
on the centralized schemes.
Thirdly, the challenges of delay-tolerant code design with optimal PA and relay se-
lection algorithms are addressed by novel delay-tolerant adaptive coding matrices opti-
mization algorithms. Two basic configurations of distributed space-time coding schemes
in cooperative MIMO systems are analyzed to indicate the advantages of the space-time
coding designs and algorithms. By combining the proposed delay-tolerant coding scheme
and opportunistic relaying algorithms in [14], a delay-tolerant coding scheme with opti-
mal power allocation and relay selection algorithms is devised and investigated in several
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scenarios of practical interest.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be structured and summarized as follows:
 Joint adaptive power allocation (JAPA) algorithms according to different optimiza-
tion criteria with a linear receiver or an ML detector for cooperative MIMO systems
employing multiple relay nodes with multiple antennas to design cooperating strate-
gies. The diagonal power allocation matrices are employed in which the parameters
stand for the power allocated to each transmit antenna. Adaptive stochastic gradi-
ent (SG) algorithms are devised in order to determine the linear receiver and power
allocation parameters iteratively with low computational complexity. A normaliza-
tion procedure is employed in the optimization algorithms in order to enforce the
power constraint in both transmission phases and reduce the computational com-
plexity of computing the required Lagrange multiplier. The effect of the feedback
errors is considered in the analyses and in the simulation study, where it leads to a
degradation in the mean square error (MSE) performance. The requirement of the
limited feedback is significantly reduced in terms of the number of required bits
per coefficient as compared to the algorithms in the literature. The JAPA strategies
derived in our algorithms are two-phase optimization approaches, which optimize
the power assigned at the source node and at the relay nodes in the first phase and
the second phase iteratively, and the JAPA algorithms also can be used as power
allocation strategies for the second phase only.
 Adaptive distributed space-time coding scheme and algorithms for cooperative MI-
MO relaying systems. A centralized algorithm with limited feedback is developed
to compute the parameters of an adjustable code matrix, which requires sending the
adjustable code matrices back to the relay nodes after the optimization via a feed-
back channel that is modeled as a binary symmetric channel (BSC). Then, adaptive
optimization algorithms are derived based on the MSE and the ML criteria subject
to constraints on the transmitted power at the relays, in order to release the desti-
nation node from the high computational complexity of the optimization process.
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We focus on how the adjustable code matrix influences the DSTC during the en-
coding procedure and how to optimize the linear receive filter with the code matrix
iteratively or, alternatively, by employing an ML detector and adjusting the code
matrices. An upper bound of the pairwise error probability (PEP) of the designed
adaptive DSTC is derived in order to show its advantages as compared to the tradi-
tional DSTC schemes. The influence of the imperfect feedback is discussed after
the analyses of the code. It is shown that the use of an adjustable code matrix bene-
fits the performance of the system compared to employing traditional STC schemes.
Then, we derive a fully distributed matrix optimization algorithm which does not re-
quire feedback from the destination. The PEP of the adaptive DSTC is employed in
order to devise a fully distributed algorithm and to eliminate the need for feedback
channels. The fully distributed matrix optimization algorithm allows the system to
determine the optimal adjustable matrix before the transmission, and also achieves
the minimum PEP when the statistical information of the channel does not change.
 We introduce adjustable code matrices into the space-time encoding and optimiza-
tion process. An optimal adjustable code matrix is multiplied by an existing space-
time coding scheme at the relay node and the encoded data are forwarded to the
destination node. The code matrix is first generated randomly as discussed in [6],
and it is optimized according to different criteria at the destination node by the opti-
mization algorithms. The decoding algorithms for different DSTC schemes are not
affected by employing adjustable code matrices. In order to implement the adap-
tive algorithms, the adjustable code matrix is optimized with the linear receive filter
iteratively, and then transmitted back to the relays via a feedback channel. The im-
pact of the feedback errors is considered and shown in the simulations. The fully
distributed optimization algorithm eliminates the need for feedback by choosing
the optimal code matrix before transmission, and the receiver is released from the
design task.
 A delay-tolerant adjustable code matrices optimization (DT-ACMO) algorithm
based on the ML criterion subject to constraints on the transmitted power at the
relays is proposed for different cooperative systems. Adaptive optimization algo-
rithms using SG and RLS estimation methods are developed for the DT-ACMO
algorithm in order to release the destination node from the high computational com-
plexity of the optimization procedure. Studies of how the adjustable code matrix
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affects the DSTBCs during the encoding process and how to optimize the adjustable
code matrices by employing an ML detector are carried out. Then analyses of the
differences in terms of the rank criterion and pairwise error probabilities of the D-
STBCs in these two system configurations with the same number of antennas and
the same delay profiles are presented. We study how the different systems affect the
delay tolerance of the DSTBCs and conclude that the DSTBCs in the cooperative
systems with multi-antenna relay nodes can address the delays from the relay nodes
compared to the cooperative system employing single-antenna relays.
 The DT-ACMO algorithms are extended to cooperative systems using an AF pro-
tocol with the opportunistic relaying selection algorithms in [14]. Delay-tolerant
adjustable code matrices opportunistic relaying optimization (DT-ACMORO) algo-
rithms are developed in order to address the delay issue among relay nodes. Two
basic configurations of distributed space-time coding schemes are studied in terms
of rank criterion and error probability of STC scheme. The DT-ACMORO algo-
rithms can be implemented with different types of STC schemes in DF and AF
protocols and overcome the issues caused by the delay among relay nodes.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is listed as follows:
 Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the techniques that are relevant to this
thesis in wireless and mobile communications and introduce the system models
considered in the thesis. The review of MIMO techniques in terms of capacity and
diversity order, and STC and DSTC design criteria, and detection and estimation
techniques are given in this chapter.
 Chapter 3 presents novel joint adaptive power allocation algorithms according to d-
ifferent optimization criteria with a linear receiver or anML detector for cooperative
MIMO systems employing multiple relay nodes with multiple antennas to design
cooperating strategies. The computational complexity of different power allocation
techniques is detailed and compared with joint adaptive optimization algorithms.
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 Chapter 4 presents centralized and fully-distributed adaptive space-time coding
scheme and algorithms for cooperative MIMO relaying systems with and without
the requirement of feedback channels. SG and RLS methods are employed in the
DSTC scheme and algorithms to reduce the computational complexity. The error
probability of the adaptive DTC design is derived along with a study of the effect
of feedback channels.
 Chapter 5 presents delay-tolerant adjustable code matrices optimization (DT-
ACMO) algorithms based on ML criterion subject to constraints on the transmit-
ted power at the relays for different cooperative systems. Two types of distributed
MIMO networks are considered. The extension of the DT-ACMO algorithms com-
bined with the opportunistic relaying algorithms in [33] is studied. Analyses of
the proposed and existing schemes in terms of rank criterion and pairwise error
probability of the algorithms are given as well.
 Chapter 6 presents conclusions and discusses possible future work based on the
content of the thesis.
1.4 Notation
E[] expectation operator
()H Hermitian operator
() complex conjugate
IN N N identity matrix
k  kF Frobenius norm, kX kF=
q
Tr(XH X) =
p
Tr(X XH)
<[] real part
=[] imaginary part
Tr() trace of a matrix
()y pseudo inverseN
Kronecker product
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Literature Review
Contents
2.1 MIMO Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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In this chapter, an introduction to fundamental techniques related to the research car-
ried out during the preparation of this thesis such as MIMO, STC and DSTC techniques,
cooperative relaying systems, and parameter estimation and detection algorithms is pre-
sented.
2.1 MIMO Systems
MIMO systems employ multiple antennas at both the transmitting node and the receiv-
ing device in order to achieve a considerable improvement in signal quality and increase
the capacity in terms of data transmission without the cost of extra spectrum in wireless
communications [17] - [20]. Unlike the traditional single-input single-output (SISO) sys-
tems with communication between single antennas, MIMO systems effectively solve the
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problems in wireless communications caused by the limited availability of radio frequen-
cy spectrum and time-variant propagation environments by employing multiple antennas.
Additionally, taking full advantage of multipath effects to benefit communication is an-
other outstanding feature of MIMO systems [17]. Due to these properties and their great
potential in wireless communications, MIMO systems have been used in a wide range of
applications and standards (such as 3GPP, WIFI, etc.), gradually replacing SISO systems.
2.1.1 Capacity Aspects
The most important contribution of MIMO systems lies in the increase of the capacity of
a wireless communication system compared to that of a SISO system [19]. We consider
a MIMO system which contains a transmitter with N antennas and a receiver with M
antennas. A wireless block random fading channel represented by anN M matrixH [i]
is considered between the transmitter and the receiver, and we assumeM  N . Define a
symbol stream represented by anN1 vector s[i] which containsN modulated elements
by a K-PSK or a K-QAM scheme. The transmission is described by the model given
by [19]
r[i] =
r
PT
N
H [i]s[i] + n[i]; (2.1)
where r denotes theM  1 received signal vector at the receiver, n[i] denotes theM  1
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with entries having zero mean and variance
2n generated at the receiver and PT is the transmit power assigned to all the antennas at
the transmitter over a symbol period. The element we are most interested in is the channel
matrixH [i], more specifically the eigenvectors and the singular values of the covariance
matrixH [i]HH[i]. If the channel matrix is unknown at the transmitter, the capacity of the
above MIMO system is derived as [19]
C = E

log2 det

IN +
1
N
PT
2n
H [i]HH[i]

: (2.2)
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By performing an eigenvalue decomposition ofH [i]HH[i], we can rewrite the expression
of the MIMO capacity in (2.2) as
C = log2 det

IN +
1
N
PT
2n
QQH

= log2 det

IN +
1
N
PT
2n


=
rX
i=1
log2(1 +

N
i);
(2.3)
where r = rank(H [i]HH[i]),  = PT=2n, and i denotes the i   th positive eigenvalue
of the matrixH [i]HH[i]. It is worth to mention that according to (2.3) the capacity of an
N M MIMO system is equal to the sum of the capacity ofM parallel SISO links with
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) equal to 
N
.
The capacity derived in (2.3) is known as the capacity of an open-loop MIMO system
which requires the channel state information (CSI) to be known at the receiver but not at
the transmitter. If the channel is known at both the transmitter and the receiver, it is called
as a closed-loop scenario, and the ergodic capacity is given by
C = E

log2 det

IN +
1
N
PT
2n
H [i]RHH[i]

; (2.4)
whereR = Efs[i]sH[i]g denotes the autocorrelation of the symbol vector s[i]. It is worth
to mention that the wireless channel between the source and the destination is flat fading.
In the open-loop case, equal power is assigned among the transmit antennas so that the
autocorrelation is an identity matrix IN . On the contrary in the closed-loop scenario, the
CSI is known at the transmitter which allows the transmitter to assign different transmit
power to different antennas. By utilization of the singular value decomposition (SVD), we
can rewriteH = UV H by usingM M and N N complex unitary matrices U and
V , respectively, and anM N rectangular matrix whose elements in the main diagonal
are singular values of the channel matrixH [i]. The system capacity can be written as
C =
rX
i=1
log2(1 +
i
N
i); (2.5)
where i denotes the optimal power. Thus, the capacity of a closed-loop MIMO system
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related to the power assigned to each transmit antenna is given by
Cmax = argmaxPr
i=1 i=N
rX
i=1

log2(1 +
i
N
i)

: (2.6)
The Water Filling algorithm [20] is employed in order to obtain the optimal value of i
which is derived as
i =

  N
i
+
;
rX
i=1
i = PT ;
for i = 1; 2; :::; r;
(2.7)
where  is a constant and
(x)+ =
8<: x; if x  0,0; if x < 0. (2.8)
Therefore, the capacity of a closed-loop MIMO system is given by
C =
rX
i=1
log2

1 +
i
N
i

: (2.9)
In Fig. 2.1, the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems (2.5) with different configurations
of antennas is shown. The channel is assumed to be Rayleigh fading. As shown in the fig-
ure, a SISO system has the worst capacity performance, while the utilization of multiple
antennas only at the receiver or at the receiver can improve the capacity of a communica-
tion system compared to that of a SISO system. By using multiple antennas both at the
transmitter and the receiver, the ergodic capacity increases dramatically. The difference
between the MISO and SIMO is that due to the absence of CSI at the transmitter, the
MISO system does not offer array gain.
2.1.2 Diversity and Spatial Multiplexing
Studies of diversity and multiplexing in a MIMO system are presented in [19] - [20]. Mul-
tiple antennas are used in wireless systems in order to increase the diversity to combat the
channel fading. The transmission of signals carrying the same information through differ-
ent antennas and paths allows the receiver to obtain multiple independently faded copies
of the symbols, which indicates it enhances the reception reliability at the receiver. If
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Figure 2.1: Ergodic Capacity of MIMO System with Different Number of Antennas
the fading between the pair of transmit and receive antennas is independent, the maximal
diversity gain which is equal to MN will be achieved in the MIMO system discussed
in the previous subsection [20]. Different types of diversity can be achieved in different
multi-antenna systems. In a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system, receive diversi-
ty can be obtained if the channels between the transmit antenna and the receive antennas
are independent. In this case, the maximum receive diversity order is equal to the number
of antennas at the receiver. If multiple antennas are used at the transmitter and a sin-
gle antenna is employed at the receiver, a multiple-input single-input (MISO) system is
constructed with the maximum transmit diversity being equal to the number of transmit
antennas. Space-time coding techniques, such as [21] and [22], focused on achieving the
maximum of the diversity gain have been developed and employed in MIMO systems.
However, the transmission of the symbols with the same number of information con-
tent will decrease the data rate of a MIMO system. By transmitting independent symbols
with different information content can increase the available degrees of freedom for MI-
MO communication which leads to increased or higher transmission rates. It is called
spatial multiplexing and is important in the high-SNR scenario in a MIMO system as the
degrees of freedom in the high-SNR scenario is equal tomin(M;N) [23,24]. In the high-
SNR regime, the capacity of anN M MIMO network with independent and identically
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distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading channel is studied in [23] and is given by
C(SNR) = minfN;Mg log2(SNR) + O(1): (2.10)
The degrees of freedom is equal to the minimum of N and M which is related to the
throughput of a MIMO system so that the spatial multiplexing transmission focuses on the
maximization of the system capacity. By increasing the number of transmit and receive
antennas, the spatial multiplexing transmission allows the linear increase of transmission
rate [25]. For example, the Bell Laboratory Layered Space-Time (BLAST) system in [36]
is a typical spatial multiplexing transmission model whose maximum multiplexing gain
is equal to minfM;Ng.
2.2 Cooperative MIMO Systems
N
FSR1
FSRnr
Destination
NodeNode
Relay
1
BB
Relay B
N
nr
B
GR1D
GRnrD
HSDSource
Figure 2.2: Cooperative MIMO system model with nr multiple-antenna relay nodes
Cooperative communications employ multiple transmission phases and relays in half-
duplex mode in order to improve the coverage and the performance of wireless links [27]
- [31]. Different relaying protocols, such as AF and DF, are employed in cooperative
systems in order to achieve different needs. A cooperative MIMO system model is shown
in Fig. 2.2 which consists of one source node, nr relay nodes (Relay 1, Relay 2, ..., Relay
nr), and one destination node. All the nodes employ N antennas and can either transmit
or receive at one time.
The initial idea of using antenna arrays to assist the communication between terminals
is due to the long distance associated with the data transmission and the effects of the
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noise [27]. With the study of cooperative communications, traditional MIMO and SISO
networks which employ mobile or fixed relay nodes have been studied due to the high
diversity and low cost. Communication protocols employed in cooperative networks are
defined according to different implementation requirements, such as AF protocol focuses
on low energy cost which simply amplifies what the relays receive and then forwards the
data to the destination, and DF focuses on a different strategy which allows the relays to
detect and re-encode the information symbols with powerful coding schemes.
More complex cooperative systems have been reported in the last few years which
combine and change the original protocols. In [32] and [33], STC schemes are used at
both the source node and the relay nodes in order to achieve novel relay selection al-
gorithms without loss of the diversity gain. In [34] STC schemes are employed in a
cooperative system with the AF protocol in order to achieve the optimal diversity and
multiplexing tradeoff. The flexibility of using different cooperative protocols and power-
ful STC schemes indicates the reasons for the popularity of cooperative systems.
We take a two-hop transmission with the AF protocol as an example to show how a
cooperative system works. The first hop is devoted to the source transmission, which
broadcasts the information symbols to the relay nodes and to the destination node. The
second hop forwards the amplified received information symbols at the relay nodes to the
destination node. Mathematically, the received symbols at the relays and the destination
node in the first hop are given by
rSD[i] =HSD[i]AS[i]s[i] + nSD[i]; (2.11)
rSRk [i] = F SRk [i]AS[i]s[i] + nSRk [i];
for k = 1; 2; :::; nr;
(2.12)
whereAS[i] = diag[aS1 [i]; aS2 [i]; :::; aSN [i]] denotes the diagonalN N power allocation
matrix assigned to the source node. According to the AF protocol, the received symbols
at the relays are amplified prior to transmission to the destination node in the second hop,
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which is given by
rRD[i] =
nrX
k=1
GRkD[i]Ak[i]rSRk [i] + n[i]
=
nrX
k=1
GRkD[i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i]s[i] +
nrX
k=1
GRkD[i]Ak[i]nSRk [i] + n[i];
(2.13)
where Ak[i] denotes the diagonal N  N power allocation matrix assigned for the kth
relay node. It is clear to see that the noise at the relay nodes are amplified and forwarded
to the destination which contributes to the increased of detection errors.
2.3 Space-Time Coding
Space-time coding (STC) schemes are usually used in MIMO wireless communication
systems to defeat the multipath fading and decrease the probability of error. Different STC
schemes are designed for MIMO wireless systems due to different needs with different
design criteria [41]. During the last 15 years, many STC schemes have been studied and
implemented in the real world. In this thesis, some of them are considered and optimized
by the proposed algorithms. The orthogonal space-time block coding (OSTBC) designs
with low-cost decoding algorithms are the main subject of this thesis, whereas linear dis-
persion codes (LDCs) with high throughput that require high-computational-complexity
detection methods are also considered as references and some comparisons.
The study of STC techniques starts with the introduction of multiple antennas. In
1996, the first space-time architecture was investigated by Foschini and named vertical
Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) scheme [36]. The symbols are as-
signed to multiple antennas first and then transmitted to the receiver. An orthogonal de-
sign for 2  2 MIMO systems was developed in 1998. The coding scheme is known as
the Alamouti STBC scheme [21] which achieves the full rate and full diversity order. The
design criterion is quite simple which ensures the inner product of the 2 2 code matrix
equals zero and obtain a linear ML decoding scheme with low computational complex-
ity. The orthogonal STBC designs for different number of antennas are then presented
in [40]. The authors define the criterion and extend the work of Alamouti from the 2 2
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MIMO to any MIMO systems. The general OSTBCs achieve full diversity order and low
complexity encoding and decoding process as the same as the Alamouti code; however,
the design criterion keeps the redundancy of the code high which means the full encoding
rate and linear ML decoding cannot be achieved simultaneously for a MIMO system with
the number of antennas greater than 2. The design of quasi-OSTBC (QOSTBC) codes
in [41] solved the problem of improving the encoding rate for systems with more than 2
antennas. However, the full diversity achievement is another issue to be addressed. In
order to achieve a full rate and full diversity STBC with efficient decoding algorithm,
Jafarkhani designed a quasi-OSTBC (QOSTBC) in [41]. In the QOSTBC schemes, the
rotation of the constellation is introduced in order to achieve quasi-orthogonality between
the columns of the code matrix and which leads to joint decoding instead of separately
decoding for OSTBCs. The full rate and full diversity oder are achieved with the cost of
increasing the decoding complexity in a QOSTBC. As mentioned in the previous section,
the diversity and spatial multiplexing trade-off is critical to code design. The OSTBCs
and QOSTBCs focus on the full diversity order achievement, while the linear dispersion
codes (LDCs) designed in [42], [43] and [44] focus on the throughput of a MIMO system.
The linear combination of the real part and the imaginary part of the modulated symbols
provides a high throughput in the cost of high computational complexity decoding pro-
cess. Number theory and random matrix theory are introduced in the design of LDCs in
order to maintain the high coding rate and achieve full diversity order at the same time,
such as the Golden code in [44].
It is important to understand the design criteria for the space-time codes before in-
troduction of different space-time codes. In distributed and cooperative networks, the
antennas at the relays can be seen as one antenna array if they are i.i.d. which allows the
traditional STC schemes to be adapted to DSTC schemes without changing the design
criterion or affecting the properties of a coding scheme.
2.3.1 Design Criteria for Space-Time Codes
The first criterion of STC design is related to the rank and determinant criteria, which
describes the coding gain and the diversity gain, the most important properties of a space-
time code. We first consider anN M MIMO system with AWGN interference employ-
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ingNT STC schemeC, where T stands for the number of time slots in the code matrix
design C, and the expression of the system model is given by
R =HC +N ; (2.14)
where R denotes the M  T received matrix at the destination, the H stands for the
M  N channel matrix, and C is the N  T STC matrix. We assume N  T . The
AWGN matrix contains circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and variance N0. If the codebook of the STC scheme contains K codewords,
the upper bound of the error probability when the code matrix C1 is sent but others are
received is given by
Pe(C1 is sent) 
KX
k=2
P(C1 ! Ck): (2.15)
For simplicity we assume the transmitted matrix is C1 and the received matrix R1 =
HC1 +N , the pairwise error probability is calculated by
P (C1 ! C2 jH) = P (k R1  HC1 k2F   k R1  HC2 k2F> 0 jH)
= P (X >kH(C2  C1) k2F jH);
(2.16)
whereX = Tr(NHH(C2 C1)+(C2 C1)HHHN ) is a zero mean Gaussian random
variable with variance 2N0 kH(C2  C1) k2F . By using the Q function, we can obtain
P (C1 ! C2 jH) = Q
r
1
2N0
k (C2  C1)H kF

; (2.17)
where
Q(x) =
1p
2
Z 1
x
exp(
 y2
2
)dy: (2.18)
Define a matrixA(C1;C2) =D(C1;C2)HD(C1;C2) = (C2  C1)H(C2  C1), and
the nonnegative eigenvalues ofA(C1;C2) are n, n = 1; 2; :::; N . By making use of the
SVD theorem [45], we can rewrite (2.16) as
P (C1 ! C2 jH) = Q
0@
vuut 1
2N0
MX
m=1
NX
n=1
n j n;m j2
1A
 1
2
exp
 
  1
4N0
MX
m=1
NX
n=1
n j n;m j2
!
;
(2.19)
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where n;m is the n  th row,m  th column element in matrix V H , and V is the unitary
matrix generated during the singular value decomposition of A(C1;C2). Because V H
is Gaussian, the parameters j n;m j should be Rayleigh and their probability density
function is f(j n;m j) = 2 j n;m j exp(  j n;m j2) [17]. As a result, the upper bound of
the pairwise error probability can be written as
P (C1 ! C2 jH)  1QN
n=1[1 + (n=4)]
M
; (2.20)
where  = 1=N0 is the SNR of the system. In high SNR situation, we can ignore the 1 in
(2.20) and obtain the expression of the pairwise error probability of the codeword C as
P (C1 ! C2 jH)  4
rM
(
Qr
n=1 n)
MrM
; (2.21)
where r denotes the rank of the distance matrix A(C1;C2). The diversity gain of the
space-time code C is equal to rM , the product of the rank of the distance matrix and the
number of receive antennas, and a good coding design can be obtained by maximizing the
minimum determinant ofA(C1;C2) in order to achieve larger coding gain.
Another important criterion for STC scheme design is the maximum mutual infor-
mation criterion. The N  T transmitted coding matrix C can be derived as C =Pn
i=1Aisi + Bis

i , and the Nt  T matrix Ai and Bi denote the encoding matrix for
the i   th information symbol si and its conjugate form si , respectively. As a result, the
expression of a MIMO system can be written as
r = Gs+ n; (2.22)
where theMT1 vector r is the transformation vector fromR in (2.14), and theMTN
matrixG denotes the equivalent channel matrix which combined the channel matrixH in
(2.14) with the encoding matricesAi andBi. For example, the Alamouti 22 space-time
block code (STBC) in [22], which have a coding matrix given by
C =
24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35 ; (2.23)
and the equivalent received symbol vector at the receiver of an Alamouti STBC can be
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derived as
r = Gs+ n
=
2666664
h1;1 h1;2
h2;1 h2;2
h1;2  h1;1
h2;2  h1;2
3777775
24 s1
s2
35+
2666664
n1;1
n2;1
n1;2
n2;2
3777775 :
(2.24)
The maximum mutual information criterion can be described by
C(;N;M) = maxE
h
log det(IM +

N
GGH)
i
: (2.25)
The equivalent channel matrix G can be found by maximizing the channel capacity, and
after collecting the encoding parameters inG we can obtain the STC encoding scheme.
2.3.2 Alamouti Space-Time Block Code
The Alamouti 2  2 STBC [22] is the simplest and the most important STC design as
various space-time codes are designed based on this scheme. The information bits are
first modulated by mapping to a constellation and we have the modulated symbol vector
s = [s1; s2; :::; sn]. Then a block of modulated symbols s1 and s2 are encoded with the
encoding matrix and we obtain the STBC scheme shown as
C =
24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35 : (2.26)
The symbols in the first column of the coding matrix will be sent out from the transmitter
in the first time slot, and the symbols in the second column will be sent out in the next
time slot. If the coding matrix is employed in a 2 2MIMO system, the received matrix
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at the destination can be written as
R =HC +N
=
24 h1;1 h1;2
h2;1 h2;2
3524 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35+
24 n1;1 n1;2
n2;1 n2;2
35
=
24 h1;1s1 + h1;2s2 + n1;1 h1;2s1   h1;1s2 + n1;2
h2;1s1 + h2;2s2 + n2;1 h2;2s

1   h2;1s2 + n2;2
35
=
24 r1;1 r1;2
r2;1 r2;2
35 :
(2.27)
The orthogonal property of the Alamouti STBC scheme is illustrated by
cH1 c2 =
h
s1 s

2
i24  s2
s1
35 =  s1s2 + s2s1 = 0: (2.28)
The product of two Alamouti code matrices is given by
CHC =
24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35H 24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35
=
24 s1 s2
 s2 s1
3524 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35
=
24 j s1 j2 + j s2 j2  s1s2 + s1s2
 s1s2 + s1s2 j s1 j2 + j s2 j2
35
=
24 j s1 j2 + j s2 j2 0
0 j s1 j2 + j s2 j2
35 :
(2.29)
The inner product of the columns of the Alamouti scheme is equal to zero as shown
in (2.28) so that at the receiver, a maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding technique with
low computational complexity can be utilized. By assuming the channel information is
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perfectly known at the receiver, the decoding algorithm is given by
~s1 = h

1;1r1;1 + h1;2r

1;2 + h

2;1r2;1 + h2;2r

2;2
= (j h1;1 j2 + j h1;2 j2 + j h2;1 j2 + j h2;2 j2)s1 + n1;
~s2 = h

1;2r1;1   h1;1r1;2 + h2;2r2;1   h2;1r2;2
= (j h1;1 j2 + j h1;2 j2 + j h2;1 j2 + j h2;2 j2)s2 + n2;
(2.30)
where n1 = h1;1n1;1+h1;2n

1;2+h

2;1n2;1+h2;2n

2;2 and n2 = h

1;2n1;1+h1;1n

1;2+h

2;2n2;1+
h2;1n

2;2 can be considered as noise elements. After testing all the combinations of s1 and
s2 for ML decision, the most likely symbols are selected.
The Alamouti STBC can reach the full diversity because the codeword distance matrix
is given by
A(C1;C2) =
24 j s(1)1   s(2)1 j2 + j s(1)2   s(2)2 j2 0
0 j s(1)1   s(2)1 j2 + j s(1)2   s(2)2 j2
35 ;
(2.31)
and the determinant of A(C1;C2) is equal to (j s(1)1   s(2)1 j2 + j s(1)2   s(2)2 j2)2 which
is nonzero as (s(1)1 ; s
(1)
2 ) 6= (s(2)1 ; s(2)2 ). By using the SVD theorem [45] we can obtain
that the eigenvalue of A(C1;C2) equals 1, which indicates that the coding gain of the
Alamouti STBC is 1 [22].
2.3.3 Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
From the 22Alamouti STBC scheme, the construction of complex OSTBC is developed
in [41], which can be considered as the combination of a real OSTBC generator matrix
and its conjugate form. The key property of OSTBC is the inner product between columns
of the coding matrix equals to zero, which means the N  T coding matrix of OSTBCG
should have the following property
GHG = (j s1 j2 + j s2 j2 +:::+ j sK j2)IT ; (2.32)
where sk; k = 1; 2; :::; K denote the indeterminate variables in G and  is a constant. In
order to reach this property, the real orthogonal generator matrix should be found.
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The study of real orthogonal designs in [47] and [48] provides a method of generating
an orthogonal matrix. First, find a set of L Hurwitz-Radon family matrices which are
N N real matrices fB1;B2; :::;BLg satisfying
BTl Bl = BN ; l = 1; 2; :::; L
BTl =  Bl; l = 1; 2; :::; L
BlBl0 =  Bl0Bl; 1  l < l0  L:
(2.33)
Then the N N real orthogonal design can be generated by the following algorithm
GN = s1IN +
NX
n=2
snBn; (2.34)
where sn; n = 1; 2; :::N are information symbols. The complex OSTBC scheme is ob-
tained by combining the real design with its conjugate transformation which is given by
Gcomplex =
24 GN
GN
35 : (2.35)
OSTBC can achieve the full-diversity, i.e. NM , for any antenna number ofM andN , and
a simple linear ML decoding algorithm similar to that of the Alamouti STBC can be used
at the receiver. However, the redundancy of the OSTBC matrix is high when N is greater
than 2, which reduces the throughput of a MIMO system significantly. Some OSTBC
designs presented in [37] - [40] focused on increasing the coding rate of the QSTBC and
improving the throughput with the maintenance of the orthogonal scheme. The highest
rate of the high-rate OSTBCs is 3
4
. Thus, the quasi-orthogonal STBC (QOSTBC) was
invented in order to address the redundancy of the code and improve the throughput of
the system.
In Figure 2.3, the simulation results of different coding schemes are shown. As we
can observe, the single-antenna system obtains the worst BER performance compared to
others. By using 2 antennas at the transmitter and the receiver, the BER performance im-
proved dramatically, especially when using the Alamouti STBC scheme. The V-BLAST
scheme contains the multiplexing gain rather than the diversity gain; while, the advantage
of the STC is the code schemes have the diversity gain and allows the BER curve achieves
a steeper slope compare to the V-BLAST scheme. The higher diversity order a STC can
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Figure 2.3: SNR versus BER for STBCs
achieve, a steeper slope of the BER curve will achieve. By increasing the number of trans-
mitting antennas, more powerful STBC schemes can be used and achieve higher diversity
gain according to the result in Figure 2.3.
2.3.4 Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
QOSTBC have an orthogonal property between some of its columns but not all of its
columns. One example of a QOSTBC matrix in [41] is shown by
GQOSTBC =
24 G(s1; s2) G(s3; s4)
 GH(s3; s4) G(s1; s2)
35 ; (2.36)
where G(s1; s2) is a 2  2 Alamouti STBC scheme. The coding rate is 1 as 4 symbols
are transmitted via 4 time slots; however, due to the non-orthogonality between some
columns, a separate ML decoding scheme cannot be employed at the receiver to detect
the codeword. The solution of this problem lies in the pairwise decoding algorithm. The
orthogonality of the subspaces in GQOSTBC ensures the codewords can be decoded in
pairs independently [41]. The ML decoding problem for the system described in the
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previous section can be derived as the following
min
s1;s2;s3;s4
 
GHHHHG RHHG GHHHR ; (2.37)
whereG denotes the QOSTBC matrix. The ML decoding ofG in (2.37) is equivalent to
minimizing the sum of 2 independent formulas containing s1 and s4, s2 and s3, respec-
tively [41].
Another problem of the QOSTBC scheme is the loss of diversity order due to the
quasi-orthogonal design. The rank of the distance matrix of encoding schemeG in (2.36)
is only 2, as a result the maximum diversity it can achieve is equal to 2M , whereM is the
number of receive antennas. The solution reported in the literature for achieving the full-
diversity for a QOSTBC is using a rotated constellation for different codewords [49] [50].
The determinant of the distance matrix ofG is given by [41]
detA =
 
2X
k=1
j (sk   s0k) + (sk+2   s0k+2) j2
!2 2X
k=1
j (sk   s0k)  (sk+2   s0k+2) j2
!2
;
(2.38)
where sk; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 is the information symbols inG. If we collect the codeword s1 and
s2 in one constellation and collect s3 and s4 in another, the full-diversity can be reached
if and only if sk   s0k 6= sk+2   s0k+2 [41]. The method of finding the optimal rotation
of a constellation is shown in [51], and it has been proved that the optimal rotation for a
constellation in order to achieve a full-diversity QOSTBC should follow the theorem
detfAgmin() j 2 sin j4 d8min; (2.39)
where  is the optimal rotation angle and dmin denotes the minimum Euclidean distance
of the constellation which is equal to j s   s0 j, the distance between the closest two
points in the constellation. The simulation results of the OSTBC and QOSTBC schemes
are shown in Figure 2.4. In this figure, 4 antennas are employed at the transmitter and
1 at the receiver. The benefit of using the QOSTBC at the low SNR can be observed
from the figure; however, when the SNR is increased to 20dB, the performance of the
QOSTBC using non-rotated constellation is getting worse, and the QOSTBC employing
rotated constellation achieves full diversity and low BER performance.
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Figure 2.4: SNR versus BER for QOSTBCs in systems with 4 antennas
2.3.5 Linear Dispersion Codes
The 2 2 Alamouti orthogonal design and the quasi-orthogonal design with rotated con-
stellation can achieve the full-diversity and full coding rate, which means the rank and
determinant criteria are achieved. However, the maximum mutual information criterion is
difficult for orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal designs as redundancy should be used in the
encoding matrix in order to maintain the orthogonality. The LDC designs in [42] - [44]
can achieve the maximum MIMO channel capacity without the orthogonal design, and
provides the full diversity and high coding gain with the help of algebraic number theory.
The encoding scheme of an LDC can be derived as the sum of the original and conju-
gate transform of the information symbols multiplied by its coding matrix, which is given
by
C =
NX
n=1
(snAn + s

nBn) =
NX
n=1
(<[sn]Cn + j=[sn]Dn); (2.40)
whereCn = An+Bn andDn = An Bn areN T encoding matrices for the real and
imaginary parts, respectively. At the destination node, the received LDC matrix is derived
as
R = (HR + jHI)
 
NX
n=1
(sRn (C
R
n + jC
I
n) + js
I
n(D
R
n + jD
I
n))
!
+N : (2.41)
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If we define the transmitted symbol vector s = (sR1 ; s
I
1; :::; s
R
N ; s
I
N)
T and the received
vector r = (rR1 ; r
I
1; :::; r
R
MT ; r
I
MT )
T , and N = (NR1 ;N
I
1; :::;N
R
M ;N
I
M)
T is the noise
vector, the equivalent channel matrix
H =
2664
E1h1 F 1h1    ENh1 FNh1
...
... . . .
...
...
E1hM F 1hM : : : ENhM FNhM
3775 ; (2.42)
where
En =
24 CRn  CIn
CIn C
R
n
35 ;F n =
24  DIn  DRn
DRn  DIn
35 ; for n = 1; 2; :::; N;
hi =
24  HRi
HIi
35 ; form = 1; 2; :::;M:
(2.43)
The expression in (2.41) can be written as
r =Hs+N ; (2.44)
and the sphere decoding algorithm [52, 53] can be used for detection with lower compu-
tational complexity.
According to different design algorithms, various encoding matrices An and Bn can
be designed. According to [42], if the MIMO system has N transmit antennas andM re-
ceive antennas, the number of information symbols in LDC matrix is L = min(N;M)T ,
where T is the number of time slots for transmitting an LDC matrix. This is because the
greater L is, the closer it can approach the capacity; however, the smaller L the system
uses, the more coding gain we can obtain [42]. Then the coding design should maximize
the capacity expression which is given by
CLDC(; T;N;M) = max
An;Bn;n=1;2;:::;L
1
2T
E log det

I2MT +

N
HHH

; (2.45)
where  denotes the SNR. Some power constraints for the transmitted symbols should be
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satisfied for the encoding matrix, which are
LX
n=1
(TrfAHnAng+ TrfBHnBng) = 2TN
TrfAHnAng = TrfBHnBng =
TN
L
; n = 1; 2; :::; L
AHnAn = B
H
nBn =
T
L
IN ; n = 1; 2; :::; L:
(2.46)
An example of LDC encoding matrix is given in [42], which can achieve the maximum
mutual information expression with transmission power constraints. The encoding matri-
ces are designed according to the following algorithm
AN(k 1)+l = BN(k 1)+l =
1p
N
Dk 1l 1; k = 1; 2; :::; N; l = 1; 2; :::; N; (2.47)
where
D =
2666664
1 0    0
0 ej
2
N 0   
...
... . . .
...
0 0    ej 2(N 1)N
3777775 ; =
2666664
0    0 1
1 0    0
... . . .
...
...
0    1 0
3777775 : (2.48)
This LDC encoding matrix is the simplest and most widely used as it can maximize the
channel capacity with a simple design criterion given by (2.47); however, according to
the generation of the encoding matrix, the rank and determinant criteria in [41] are not
satisfied.
In order to design a full-rate and full-diversity STC, number theory and other optimal
constellation rotation techniques are employed to design the encoding matrix such as
[42] - [44]. The main idea of the code design is based on the construction of an ideal
constellation, or the rotation of a constellation, so that the non-vanishing determinant of
the distance matrix can be obtained. For example, the STC scheme in [43] is shown as
B2; =
1p
2
0@ s1 + s2 (s3 + s4)
(s3   s4) s1   s2
1A ; (2.49)
where 2 =  and  = ei, and  is a real parameter chosen by
argmax
2Z
1
2

inf
s6=[0;0;0;0]T2Z[i]4
j s21   s23  s222 + s243 j

; (2.50)
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where Z[i]4 is the integer field or constellation, such as QAM or PAM constellation, and
Z denotes the integer field. Different LDCs using different constellations are compared in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: SNR versus BER for LDCs
2.4 Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation is a fundamental element of signal processing which is essential to
the implementation of a wireless communication system. Different estimation methods
have different performances and computational complexities. As a result, the choice of a
proper estimation method is crucial to a wireless communication system.
2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is asymptotically efficient technique which chooses
the parameters that maximize the probability density function (PDF) distribution in the
observed data so that it often requires high computational complexity in a MIMO system
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[54, 55]. The ML estimation procedure is equivalent to finding a parameter vector that
maximizes the likelihood function p(x;), and the log of the likelihood function is usually
used in many estimation scenarios for simplicity. The ML estimation problem is given by
 = argmax ln p(x;): (2.51)
The ML estimation is a simple estimation method that is implemented by substituting the
observed data into (2.51) and taking the data which returns the maximal value. However,
when the number of candidates is very large, the high computational complexity restricts
the utilization of an ML estimator in practical situations. On the other hand, a closed form
solution for the ML estimator will not be always obtained so that different iterative search
methods are often required. When multiple parameters need to be estimated, a further
increase in the computational complexity limits the implementation of an ML estimator.
2.4.2 Least Squares Estimation
The most significant benefit of using a least-squares (LS) estimator lies on releasing the
system from the requirement of additional assumption and statistical information about
the received noise [54]. The LS estimation method can converge to the minimum variance
unbiased estimator under correct conditions [55, 56].
Consider an LS estimator obtains the received symbols x derived as
x =H + n; (2.52)
where  denotes the desired symbol vector, and n denotes the additive noise. The cost
function of the LS estimator is given by
J() = kx H^k2: (2.53)
As shown in (2.53), the LS estimator obtains the ^ which minimizes the squared differ-
ence between the observed signal vector. By expanding the righthand side of (2.53), we
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will obtain the solution of the LS estimator derived as
^ = (HHH) 1HHx: (2.54)
The estimated solution ^ in (2.54) is obtained without the requirement of additive infor-
mation or assumption. In addition, if the errors represented by the noise vector n are
wide-sense stationary, independent and normally distributed, the LS estimator is equiva-
lent to the ML estimator [54]. Therefore the LS estimator can be widely used in wireless
communications due to its simplicity and equivalence to establishing the ML estimator in
various scenarios.
2.4.3 Adaptive Linear Estimation
In order to avoid the matrix inversion in MMSE and LS estimation and detection proce-
dures, adaptive linear estimation techniques are used. Moreover, adaptive linear estima-
tion algorithms are useful in time-varying channels because they can learn the statistics
of the channels and track the desired parameters in time-varying scenarios. The require-
ment of the knowledge of the symbol and channel are replaced by simply sending initial
training symbols.
In the least mean-square (LMS) algorithm, which is also a stochastic gradient (SG)
algorithm, the objective function is the mean-square error (MSE) given by
J [i] = E j sk[i] wHk [i]r[i] j2; (2.55)
where sk[i] denotes the kth training symbol, wk[i] and r[i] stand for the receiver filter
vector assigned for the kth symbol and the received vector, respectively. By introducing
a step size parameter , the LMS algorithm is given by
wk[i+ 1] = wk[i] + rJ [i]; (2.56)
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where
rwk[i]J [i] = rwk[i]
 
E j sk[i] wHk [i]r[i] j2

= rwk[i]
 
E(sk[i] wHk [i]r[i])H(sk[i] wHk [i]r[i])

= E(sk[i] wHk [i]r[i])Hrwk[i]
 
E(sk[i] wHk [i]r[i])

=  ek[i]r[i];
(2.57)
where ek[i] stands for the kth detected error symbol. After we obtain (2.57), the LMS
algorithm is written as
wk[i+ 1] = wk[i]  ek[i]r[i]: (2.58)
The LMS algorithm uses a stochastic gradient approach to reduce the computational com-
plexity of calculating the receive filter wk[i] as compared to the cost required by Wiener
filter which needs to compute a matrix inversion. However, the low convergence rate
problem of LMS due to the nature of stochastic approximation of the gradient is the limi-
tation [54, 59].
In order to achieve a faster convergence rate, the recursive least squares (RLS) al-
gorithm which requires a higher computational cost than the LMS algorithm has been
developed [54]. All of the received symbols are considered in the RLS algorithm and a
forgetting factor is used to weight the past data. Instead of using (2.58) to calculatewk[i]
the expression of the RLS receiver filter is given by
wk[i] = R[i]
 1p[i]
= (R[i  1] + i jr[j]rH[j]) 1(p[i  1] + i jsk[j]r[j]);
(2.59)
where  denotes the forgetting factor. The matrix inversion is still required as shown in
(2.59) and in order to avoid its high complexity, the matrix inversion lemma in [59] is
introduced to determine wk[i]. The lemma is given by
(A+BDC) 1 = A 1  A 1B(C 1 +DA 1B)DA 1: (2.60)
By using (2.60) the expression of the wk[i] in (2.59) will be changed. The full RLS
algorithm is given in Table 2.1.
Other advanced estimation algorithms have been reported in the literature , such as
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Table 2.1: Summary of the RLS Algorithm
1: Initialize: P [0] =  1I ,
2: For each instant of time, i=1, 2, ..., compute
3: k[i] = 
 1P [i 1]r[i]
1+ 1rH[i]P [i 1]r[i] ,
4: ek[i] = sk[i] wHk [i]r[i],
4: P [i] =  1P [i  1]   1k[i]rH[i]P [i  1],
8: wk[i] = wk[i  1] + k[i]eHk [i].
the reduced-rank techniques in [57, 58] which reflects the eigenvalue matrix or the sin-
gular value matrix of the desired parameters to a matrix with much smaller size in order
to reduce the number of data samples required for the estimation and further reduces the
computational complexity and the interference from the noise. In this thesis, the basic lin-
ear estimation algorithms are employed in order to achieve joint optimization algorithms
of the receive filter and DSTC scheme designs.
2.5 Detection Techniques
Another fundamental element of signal processing is detection. Different detection meth-
ods with different performance and computational complexity requirements have been
reported in the last decades [55]. In this subsection, the fundamental criteria of detection
methods and the detection algorithms considered in the thesis are introduced.
2.5.1 Maximum A Posteriori Probability Detection
Consider an N N MIMO system with a single user, in order to implement the ML de-
tector, the receiver requires the knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) between
the transmitter and itself, the knowledge of power of the symbol vector at the transmitter
and the noise vector at the receiver. The received symbol vector r in a MIMO system
with sufficient statistics for detection is derived as
r =
r
PT
N
Hs+ n; (2.61)
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whereH denotes theMN channel information matrix, s denotes theN1 information
symbol vector and n stands for theM  1 AWGN vector with zero mean and variance 2n
at the receiver. The power at the transmitter is denoted by PT .
The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) detector achieves an optimal detection
performance due to the detection of a symbol with the highest a posteriori probability [55].
In the system derived in (2.61), given s andH , the joint probability density function of
the received symbol vector r can be written as
P (rjs;H) = 1
(2n)
N
exp

 kr  Hsk
2
2n

: (2.62)
As a result, the detected symbol vector s^MAP is derived as
s^MAP = argmax
s^2S
P (s^jr;H) = argmax
s^2S
P (r^js^;H)P (s^); (2.63)
where P (s^) denotes the a priori information, and S denotes the candidates symbol matrix
which contains all the possible combinations of the information symbols. The size of S
depends on the number of antennasN and the modulation scheme used at the transmitter.
Specifically, forK-PSK orK-QAM modulation constellation, the number of all possible
combinations is equal to 2N+K 1. Although the MAP detector achieves an optimal per-
formance, the high computational complexity increases exponentially with the increase of
the number of transmit antennas and the order of modulation scheme which restricts the
implementation of the MAP detector in mobile communications. It is worth to mention
that if all the transmitted symbols are equally likely, the MAP detector is equivalent to the
ML detector.
2.5.2 Maximum Likelihood Detection
The ML detection algorithm obtains the symbol vector which maximizes the likelihood
or log-likelihood function which outputs the most-likely transmitted symbol vector, and
also it is equivalent to the solution of a minimum noise energy [60]. As a result, if we
know the received symbol vector r and we want to find the transmitted symbols s, the
MAP detection maximizes p(sjr), while the ML detection maximizes p(rjs). Consider
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the MIMO system derived in the previous section, if the channel matrix H is known at
the receiver, the ML detection is expressed by
s^ML = argmax
s2S
kr  Hsk2: (2.64)
By searching the candidates symbol vector s, the solution of the ML problem will be
obtained. The ML detection method returns the most likely transmitted symbol vector
from the receiver in a MIMO system which is an optimal solution with the lowest error
rate in the symbol vector. However, the searching task with extremely high computational
complexity is sometimes not practical for real MIMO wireless communication systems.
In order to solve this problem, several techniques for finding a reduced set of possible
solutions in the candidates matrix S are presented in [52, 53]. One of these techniques is
the sphere decoder. This sphere decoding method defines the lattice of potential solutions
and then selects the most probable symbol combination. After determining the point on
the lattice, the decoder searches the candidate vectors within a predefined-radius sphere
so the combinations within the sphere will be tested [52]. The sphere decoder can be seen
as an ML decoder with reduced candidates, and it is widely used in the practical MIMO
networks.
2.5.3 Linear Detection
Compared to the ML detection and sphere decoder, the sub-optimal linear detection meth-
ods require lower computational complexity which have advantages in low battery and
less memory length requirement, and are more feasible for practical MIMO systems. The
BER performance of a linear detector is always inferior to that of the ML detection; how-
ever, the low computational complexity is a significant advantages of implementation a
linear receiver offers in MIMO systems.
The most widely used linear detection algorithms are zero forcing (ZF) and minimum
mean square error (MMSE) detection. If we consider anN N MIMO system described
in (2.61), by using the ZF criterion we can obtain the linear ZF filter matrix which is given
by
GZF = (H
HH) 1HH: (2.65)
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It is assumed that the channel matrixH is invertible. After we obtain the ZF filter matrix
we can rewrite the filtered received symbol vector as
s^ZF = s+GZFn: (2.66)
As shown in (2.66), the detected symbol vector contains the original information symbol
vector plus the filtered noise vector, and we can obtain the error covariance matrix of ZF
detection shown as
ZF = E[(s^ZF   s)(s^ZF   s)H] = GZFGHZFE[nnH] = 2nGZFGHZF ; (2.67)
where 2n stands for the variance of the received noise. It is easy to conclude from (2.67)
that the increase of the noise power is due to the ZF filter matrix. Thus, the BER per-
formance of a ZF receiver will be affected and degraded significantly by the increase of
energy of the ZF filter matrix [25].
Another linear detection criterion, named MMSE, is designed in order to solve the
problem of noise power increase. The noise vector is considered in the MMSE filter de-
sign so that the BER performance degradation is reduced. The linear MMSE cost function
is given by
GMMSE = argmin
G
E
kGr   sk2 : (2.68)
The optimal solution of GMMSE makes (2.68) equal to zero, so that we can obtain the
linear MMSE filter matrix given by
GMMSE = (H
HH + 2nIN)
 1HH: (2.69)
By comparing (2.65) with (2.69) it is shown that the difference in ZF and MMSE lies in
the noise elements 2nIN , and the linear MMSE detector is equivalent to the ZF detector
if we extend the channel matrixH to H [61], where
H =
24 H
2nIN
35 : (2.70)
The extended channel matrix H contains the information of the noise so that it determines
the noise application which leads to an enhanced reliability and BER performance. Note
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that the MMSE filter is also equivalent to the ZF filter when the SNR tends to infinity.
The LS criterion can be used as a parameter estimation method which was introduced
in the previous section, and it can be also employed as a detection algorithm. Instead of
the requirement of the statistical assumption about the input data, the LS based receive
filter introduces a dependency on the number of data samples. The cost function of the
LS receiver filter is written as
J(wk[i]) =
iX
j=1
i jksk[j] wHk [j]r[j]k2; for k = 1; 2; :::; N; (2.71)
where  denotes forgetting factor which weights the received samples. From (2.71) it is
shown that the LS based receiver filter uses all the received symbols from the beginning to
the ith time slot to calculate the filter vector, and the more recent received symbols more
useful according to the forgetting factor [59]. The solution of (2.71) is given by
wk[i] =
 
iX
j=1
i jr[j]rH[j]
! 1 iX
j=1
i jsk[j]r[j]
!
: (2.72)
2.5.4 Successive Interference Cancelation
The successive interference cancelation (SIC) technique is a non-linear detection algo-
rithm with sorted cancelation ordering [36], which achieves a better BER performance
compared to the linear detection algorithms at the cost of extra computational complex-
ity. Besides the basic SIC technique introduced in [36], several advanced SIC detection
algorithms [66]- [68] have been developed in the recent decade. In [66], adaptive and iter-
ative multi-branch MMSE decision feedback detection algorithms for MIMO systems are
designed which achieves performance close to the ML detector. A multiple feedback SIC
strategy is proposed for the uplink of multiuser MIMO systems which introduces constel-
lation points as the candidates to achieve enhanced interference cancelation and can be
combined with multi-branch technique to achieve higher detection diversity in [67].
The SIC detection can be seen as a trade-off between the linear detection and the ML
detection which achieves better BER performance compared to the linear detection and
lower computational complexity compared to the ML or sphere detection [62]. The key
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idea of the SIC detection is to introduce layer peeling, which is equivalent to removing
the first detected symbol before the detection in the next layer peeling and repeating the
process until the last symbol is detected in the existing linear detectors to achieve a BER
performance improvement. Instead of detecting the symbol stream simultaneously, by
utilization of layer peeling technique, the SIC algorithm detects symbol by symbol, and
the interference from the previously detected symbol can be completely removed before
the detection of the next one if the data symbols are correctly detected.
Consider the transmitted symbol stream s = [s1; s2; :::; sN ] in (2.61) which contains
N symbols, and the receiver which uses an MMSE filter with SIC algorithm to detect the
received symbols. The MMSE filter vector for the kth symbol in s is calculated by
wk =

Hk H
H
k +
2k
2s
I
 1
hk; (2.73)
where Hk denotes the channel matrix containing the kth to the N th column inH . In the
SIC algorithm, the kth symbol sk is detected by
s^k = w
H
k rk; (2.74)
where
rk =
(
r; k = 1;
r  Pk 1i=1 his^i; k  2: (2.75)
By subtracting the detected symbol from the received symbol vector, the remaining sym-
bols are detected without the interference from the detected symbols.
In [63], the order and priority of the symbol to be detected has been studied. Basically,
the detected symbol is removed through a feedback loop that can be considered as inter-
ference to other symbols and improve the BER performance in orders. If sn contains the
highest energy in the received symbol vector and it is correctly detected and subtracted
from the received symbol vector which gives s^n = sn, the rest of the symbols are released
from the most significant interference. However, if s^n 6= sn which means the incorrect
detected symbol is removed from the received symbol vector and this leads to an error
burst in the overall BER performance. In order to address this error propagation prob-
lem [64, 65], the order of detection needs to be determined carefully which refers to the
detection according to the reliability of the received symbol.
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The SNR of a symbol can be used to decide the order of detection in a SIC based
detector. The SNR of the nth received symbol is derived as
SNRk =
2s
2nkwkk
; (2.76)
where wk stands for the filter vector which is calculated using (2.73). By choosing the
layer with the highest SNR, the SIC based detector can determine the order of detection.
After detection of the most reliable symbol, this strongest symbol and its corresponding
channel vector will be removed from the received symbol vector and the channel matrix.
After the first detection, the symbol with the second highest SNR will be detected and
removed. The process will be repeated until all the symbols are detected.
The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) which considered the in-
fluence of the interference and the noise can be used to determine the order of a SIC based
detector. The SINR of the kth symbol is derived as
SINRk =
2s jwkhkj2
2s
P
n 6=k jwnhnj2 + 2nkwkk
; (2.77)
where hk denotes the kth column of the channel matrixH . The symbol with the highest
received SINR will be considered to be the most reliable symbol and will be removed
from the received symbol vector after being detected. BER performances of different
detection algorithms are shown in Fig. 2.6. It is worth to mention that the SD can obtain a
performance identical to the ML detector if the radius is properly selected. In the example
given in the Fig. 2.6, the radius of the SD was selected in such a way that the ML solution
was not always obtained by the SD detector.
The performance of different detection algorithms are shown in Figure 2.6. Single-
antenna transmitters and receivers are used. By using SIC techniques, the detection per-
formance of MMSE improves. The detection error probabilities of SD and ML are quite
close, and ML achieves the best detection performance, at the cost of the highest compu-
tational complexity.
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Figure 2.6: SNR versus BER for different detection algorithms
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3.1 Introduction
Due to the benefits of cooperative multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) system-
s [8], extensive studies of cooperative MIMO networks have been undertaken [69] - [72].
In [69], an adaptive joint relay selection and power allocation algorithm based on the
minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion is designed. A joint transmit diversity
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optimization and relay selection algorithm for the Decode-and-Forward (DF) cooperat-
ing strategy [2] is designed in [88]. A transmit diversity selection matrix is introduced at
each relay node in order to achieve a better MSE performance by deactivating some relay
nodes. A central node which controls the transmission power for each link is employed
in [70]. Although the centralized power allocation can improve the performance signifi-
cantly, the complexity of the calculation increases with the size of the system. The works
on the power allocation problem for the DF strategy measuring the outage probability in
each relay node with a single antenna and determining the power for each link between
the relay nodes and the destination node, have been reported in [12] - [13]. The diversity
gain can be improved by using relay nodes with multiple antennas. When the number
of relay nodes is the same, the cooperative gain can be improved by using the DF strate-
gy compared with a system employing the AF strategy. However, the interference at the
destination will be increased if the relay nodes forward the incorrectly detected symbols
in the DF strategy. The power allocation optimization algorithms in [10] and [11] pro-
vide improved BER performance at the cost of requiring an eigenvalue decomposition to
obtain the key parameters.
In this chapter, we propose joint adaptive power allocation (JAPA) algorithms accord-
ing to different optimization criteria with a linear receiver or an ML detector for coopera-
tive MIMO systems employing multiple relay nodes with multiple antennas that perform
cooperating strategies. This work was first introduced and discussed in [74] and [75]. The
power allocation matrices utilized in [74] are full rank and after the optimization, all the
parameters are transmitted back to the relay nodes and the source node with an error-free
and delay-free feedback channel. In this chapter, we employ the diagonal power allo-
cation matrices in which the parameters stand for the power allocated to each transmit
antenna. The requirement of the limited feedback is significantly reduced as compared
to the algorithms in the previously reported works. It is worth to mention that the JAPA
strategies derived in our algorithms are two-phase optimization techniques, which opti-
mize the power assigned at the source node and at the relay nodes in the first phase and
the second phase iteratively, and the proposed JAPA algorithms can be used as a power
allocation strategy for the second phase only.
Three optimization criteria, namely, MMSE, minimum bit error rate (MBER) and max-
imum sum rate (MSR), are employed in the proposed JAPA optimization algorithms in
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this chapter. We first develop joint optimization algorithms for the power allocation ma-
trices and the linear receive filter according to these three criteria, which require matrix
inversions and bring a high computational burden to the receiver. In the proposed JAPA
algorithms with the MMSE, MBER, and MSR criteria, an SG method [59] is employed in
order to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. A comparison
of the computational complexity of the algorithms is considered in this chapter. A nor-
malization procedure is employed by the optimization algorithm in order to enforce the
power constraint in both transmission phases. After the normalization, the PA parameters
are transmitted back to each transmit node through a feedback channel. The effect of the
feedback errors is considered in the analysis and in the simulation sections, where we
indicate an increased MSE performance due to feedback inaccuracy.
3.2 Cooperative System Model
Consider a two-hop cooperative MIMO system as in Fig. 2.2 with nr relay nodes that
employ an AF cooperative strategy as well as a DSTC scheme. The source node and the
destination node have N antennas to transmit and receive data. An arbitrary number of
antennas can be used at the relays which is denoted by B shown in Fig. 2.2. We consider
only one user at the source node in our system that operates in a spatial multiplexing
configuration. Let s[i] denote the transmitted information symbol vector at the source
node which contains N symbols s[i] = [s1[i]; s2[i]; :::; sN [i]], and has a covariance matrix
E

s[i]sH [i]

= 2sIN , where 
2
s is the signal power which we assume to be equal to
1. The source node broadcasts s[i] from the source to nr relay nodes as well as to the
destination node in the first hop, which can be described by
rSD[i] =HSD[i]AS[i]s[i] + nSD[i];
rSRk [i] =F SRk [i]AS[i]s[i] + nSRk [i];
k =1; 2; ::: nr; i = 1; 2; ::: ;
(3.1)
whereAS[i] = diag[aS1 [i]; aS2 [i]; :::; aSN [i]] denotes the diagonalN N power allocation
matrix assigned for the source node, and rSRk [i] and rSD[i] denote the received symbol
vectors at the kth relay node and at the destination node, respectively. The B  1 vec-
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tors nSRk [i] and nSD[i] denote the zero mean complex circular symmetric additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector generated at the kth relay node and at the destination n-
ode with variance 2. The matrices F SRk [i] andHSD[i] are theBN channel coefficient
matrices. It is worth to mention that an orthogonal transmission protocol is considered
which requires that the source node does not transmit during the time period of the second
hop.
The received symbols are amplified and re-encoded at each relay node prior to trans-
mission to the destination node in the second hop. We assume that the synchronization
at each node is perfect. The received vector rSRk [i] at the kth relay node is assigned
a B  B diagonal power allocation matrix Ak[i] = diag[ak1 ; ak2 ; :::; akB ] which leads to
~sSRk [i] = Ak[i]rSRk [i]. TheB1 signal vector ~sSRk [i]will be re-encoded by aBT D-
STC matrixM (~s), and then forwarded to the destination node. The relationship between
the kth relay and the destination node can be described as
RRkD[i] = GRkD[i]MRkD[i] +NRD[i]: (3.2)
The N  T received symbol matrixRRkD[i] in (3.2) can be written as an NT  1 vector
rRkD[i] given by
rRkD[i] = Geqk [i]~sSRk [i] + nRkD[i] = Geqk [i]
 
Ak[i]rSRk [i]

+ nRD[i]
= Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i]s[i] + nRk [i] + nRD[i];
(3.3)
where the NT  B matrix Geqk [i] stands for the equivalent channel matrix which is the
DSTC scheme M (~s[i]) combined with the channel matrix GRkD[i]. The second term
nRk [i] = Geqk [i]Ak[i]nSRk [i] in (3.3) stands for the amplified noise received from the
relay node, and the NT  1 equivalent noise vector nRD[i] generated at the destination
node contains the noise parameters inNRD[i].
After rewritingRRkD[i] we can consider the received symbol vector at the destination
node as a (T + 1)N  1 vector with two parts, one is from the source node and another
one is the superposition of the received vectors from each relay node. Therefore, we can
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write the received symbol at the destination node as
r[i] =
24 rSD[i]
rRD[i]
35 =
24 HSD[i]AS[i]s[i] + nSD[i]Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i]s[i] + nRD[i]
35
=
24 HeqSD [i]Pnr
k=1Heqk [i]
35 s[i] +
24 nSD[i]
nRD[i]
35
=HD[i]s[i] + nD[i];
(3.4)
where the (T + 1)N  N matrix HD[i] denotes the channel gain matrix with
the power allocation of all the links in the system. The N  N channel ma-
trix HeqSD [i] = HSD[i]AS[i], while the kth equivalent channel matrix Heqk [i] =
Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i]. We assume that the coefficients in all channel matrices are sta-
tistically independent and remain constant over the transmission and the destination node
has the information of all links in each phase. The (T + 1)N  1 noise vector nD[i] con-
tains the equivalent received noise vector at the destination node, which can be modeled as
AWGN with zero mean and covariance matrix 2(1+ k Pnrk=1Geqk [i]Ak[i] k2F )I(T+1)N .
It is worth to mention that the value in B is variable and, in this work, we focus on the
power allocation optimization algorithms in cooperative MIMO systems. For simplicity,
we consider scenarios in which there are B = N antennas at the relays.
3.3 Adaptive Power Allocation Matrix Optimization S-
trategies
In this section, we consider the design of a two-phase adjustable power allocation ma-
trix according to various criteria using a DSTC scheme in cooperative MIMO systems.
The linear receive filter is determined jointly with the power allocation matrices. A feed-
back channel is considered in order to convey the information about the power allocation
matrix.
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3.3.1 Joint Linear MMSE Receiver Design with Power Allocation
The linear MMSE receiver design with power allocation matrices is derived as follows.
By defining the (T + 1)N  1 parameter vector wj[i] to determine the jth symbol sj[i]
in the signal vector s[i], we propose the MSE based optimization with a power constraint
described by
[wj[i];AS[i];Ak[i]]] = argmin
wj [i];AS [i];Ak[i]
E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2 ;
s:t: Tr(
nrX
k=1
Ak[i]A
H
k [i])  PR; Tr(AS[i]AHS [i])  PT;
(3.5)
where PR and PT denote the transmit power assigned to the relay nodes and to the source
node, respectively. In equal power allocation, PR is equally allocated among all the relay
nodes. If the optimal power allocation is considered, the total power PR will be divided
among different relays according to different power allocation algorithms. The proposed
optimization algorithms will be implemented at the destination node so that the total pow-
er among the relays can be normalized and the power allocated to each relay node will be
determined and sent back to each relay after the optimization. The values of the parame-
ters in the power allocation (PA) matrices are restricted by PT and PR. By employing the
Lagrange multipliers 1 and 2 we can obtain the Lagrangian function shown as
L = E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2+ 1( NX
j=1
aSj [i]  PT ) + 2(
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
akj [i]  PR); (3.6)
where aSj [i] denotes the jth parameters in the diagonal of AS[i] while akj [i] stands for
the jth parameters in the diagonal ofAk[i].
By expanding the right-hand side of (3.6), taking the gradient with respect to wj [i],
aSj [i] and a

kj
[i], respectively, and equating the terms to zero, we can obtain
wj[i] = R
 1p;
aSj [i] =
~R 1S ~PS;
akj [i] =
~R 1 ~P;
(3.7)
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where
R = E

r[i]rH[i]

; p = E

r[i]sj [i]

;
~RS = E
h
wHj [i]hSDAj [i]sj[i]s

j [i]h
H
SDAj
[i]wj[i] + 1aSj [i]
i
;
~PS = E
h
hHSDAj [i]wj[i]s

j [i]sj[i]
i
;
~P = E
h
sj[i]s

j [i]a

Sj
[i]f kj [i]g
H
eqkj
[i]wj[i]
i
;
~R = E
h
wHj [i]geqkj
[i]fkj [i]aSj [i]sj[i]s

j [i]a

Sj
[i]f kj [i]g
H
eqkj
[i]wj[i] + 2akj [i]
i
:
(3.8)
The vector hSDAj denotes the channel vector assigned to the parameter aSj and is the
jth column of the equivalent channel matrixHSDA[i] =

HSD[i];Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]

,
and fkj [i] and geqkj [i] denotes the jth parameter in F k[i] and the jth column in Geqk [i],
respectively. The value of the Lagrange multipliers 1 and 2 can be determined by
substituting AS[i] and Ak[i] into Tr(AS[i]AHS [i])  PT and Tr(
Pnr
k=1Ak[i]A
H
k [i]) =
PR, respectively, and then solving the power constraint equations. The problem is that
a high computational complexity of O(((T + 1)N)3) is required, and it will increase
cubically with the number of antennas or the use of more powerful STC encoders. The
computational complexity is calculated by counting the number of multiplies.
3.3.2 Joint Linear MBER Receiver Design with Power Allocation
TheMBER receiver design [102,103] with power allocation in the second phase is derived
as follows. The BPSK modulation scheme is utilized for simplicity. The derivation in
the following can be used for other modulation schemes, and the only difference is the
requirement of calculating the imaginary part. According to the expression in (3.4), the
desired information symbols at the destination node can be computed as
bj[i] = sgn(w
H
j [i]r[i]) = sgn(~sj[i]); (3.9)
where ~sj[i] denotes the detected symbol at the receiver which can be further written as
~sj[i] = <

wHj [i]r[i]

= < wHj [i](HD[i]s[i] + nD[i])
= < wHj [i]HD[i]s[i] +wHj [i]nD[i]
= < ~s0j[i] + ej[i] ;
(3.10)
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where ~s0j[i] is the noise-free detected symbol, and ej[i] denotes the error factor for the jth
detected symbol. Define anNNb matrix S which is constructed by a set of vectors sl =
[sl1 ; sl2 ; :::; slN ]
T ; l = 1; 2; :::; Nb and Nb = 2N , containing all the possible combinations
of the transmitted symbol vector s[i] and we can obtain
slj [i] = <

wHj [i]HD[i]sl +w
H
j [i]nD[i]

= < wHj [i]rl[i]] + elj [i] = s0lj [i] + elj [i];
(3.11)
where s0lj [i] denotes the noise-free detected symbol in the lth column and the jth row of
S. Since the probability density function (pdf) of r[i] is given by
pr[i] =
1
Nb
q
22nw
H
j [i]wj[i]
NbX
l=1
exp
   (slj [i]  s0lj [i])2
22nw
H
j [i]wj[i]

; (3.12)
by employing theQ function, we can obtain the BER expression of the cooperativeMIMO
system which is
PE(wj[i]; aSj [i]; akj [i]) =
1
Nb
NbX
l=1
Q(clj [i]); (3.13)
where
clj [i] =
sgn(slj)s
0
lj
[i]
n
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
=
sgn(slj)<

wHj [i]rl[i]

n
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
: (3.14)
The joint power allocation with linear receiver design problem is given by
[wj[i]; aSj [i]; akj [i]] = argmin
wj [i];aSj [i];akj [i]
PE(wj[i]; aSj [i]; akj [i]);
s:t:
NX
j=1
aSj [i]  PT;
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
akj [i]  PR:
(3.15)
According to (3.13) and (3.14), the solution of the design problem in (3.15) with respect
towj[i], aSj [i] and akj [i] is not a closed-form one. Therefore, we design an adaptive JAPA
strategy according to the MBER criterion using the SG algorithm in order to update the
parameters iteratively to achieve the optimal solution in the next section.
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3.3.3 Joint Linear MSR Receiver Design with Power Allocation
We develop a joint power allocation strategy which focuses on maximizing the sum rate at
the destination node. The expression of the sum rate after the detection is derived in [116]
as
I =
1
2
log2(1 + SNRins); (3.16)
where
SNRins =
E[sHs]Tr(W H[i]HD[i]H
H
D[i]W [i])
E[nHD[i]nD[i]]
; (3.17)
andW [i] = [w1[i];w2[i]; :::;wN [i]] denotes theN(T+1)N linear receive filter matrix,
andn[i] denotes the received noise vector. By substituting (3.4) into (3.17), we can obtain
SNRins
=
2sTr(W
H[i](
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i])(
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i]AS[i])
HW [i])
2nTr(W
H[i](IN(T+1) + (
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]ARkD[i])(
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]ARkD[i])
H)W [i])
:
(3.18)
Since the logarithm is an increasing function, maximizing the sum rate is equivalent to
maximizing the instantaneous SNR. The optimization problem can be written as
[W [i];AS[i];Ak[i]] = argmax
W [i];AS [i];Ak[i]
SNRins;
s:t: Tr(Ak[i]A
H
k [i])  PR; Tr(AS[i]AHS [i])  PT;
(3.19)
where SNRins is given by (3.18).
As expressed in (3.18), the solution of (3.19) with respect to the matricesW [i],AS[i]
and Ak[i] does not result in closed-form expressions. Therefore, in the next section we
propose a JAPA SG algorithm to obtain the joint optimization algorithm for determining
the linear receiver filter parameters and power allocation matrices to maximize the sum
rate.
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3.4 Low Complexity Joint Linear Receiver Design with
Power Allocation
In this section, we jointly design an adjustable power allocation matrix and the linear
receiver for the DSTC scheme in cooperative MIMO systems. Adaptive SG algorithms
[59] with reduced complexity are devised.
3.4.1 Joint Adaptive SG Estimation for MMSE Receive Filter and
Power Allocation
According to (3.5) and (3.6), the joint optimization problem for power allocation matrices
and receiver parameter vectors depend on each other. By computing the instantaneous
gradient terms of (3.6) with respect to wj[i], aSj [i] and akj [i], respectively, we can obtain
rLwj [i] =  r[i](sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])) =  r[i]ej [i];
rLaSj [i] =  raSj [i](w
H
j [i]hSDAj [i]aSj [i]sj[i])
H(sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])
= hHSDAj [i]wj[i]s

j [i]ej[i];
rLakj [i] =  rakj [i](w
H
Rj
[i]geqkj
[i]fkj [i]akj [i]s[i])
H(sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])
=  (geqkj [i]fkj [i]s[i])
HwRj [i]ej[i];
(3.20)
where hSDAj [i] denotes the jth column with dimension N(T + 1)  1 of the equivalent
channel matrixHSDA[i], and geqkj [i] and fkj [i] denote the jth column and the jth row of
the channel matrices F k[i] and Geqkj [i], respectively. The NT  1 vector wRj [i] is the
parameter vector for the received symbols from the relay nodes. The error signal is de-
noted by ej[i] = sj[i] wHj [i]r[i]. We can devise an adaptive SG estimation algorithm by
using the instantaneous gradient terms of the Lagrangian which were previously derived
with SG descent rules [59]:
wj[i+ 1] = wj[i]  rLwj [i];
aSj [i+ 1] = aSj [i]  rLaSj [i];
akj [i+ 1] = akj [i]  rLakj [i];
(3.21)
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where ,  and  are the step sizes of the recursions for the estimation procedure. The
computational complexity ofwj[i], aSj [i] and akj [i] in (3.21) is (O(NT )), (O(3NT )) and
(O(N2T 2)), respectively, which is much less than that of the algorithm we described in
Section III. The computational complexity given here is the number of multiplies in each
iteration and the number of iteration we consider in the simulation is equal toN +T . The
analysis of the convergence is derived in Section 4.3.5.
It is worth to mention that instead of calculating the Lagrange multiplier , a nor-
malization of the power allocation matrices after the optimization which ensures that the
energy is not increased is required. A simple division is utilized and the normalization
procedure is implemented as
AS[i+ 1] =
p
PTAS[i+ 1]
k AS[i+ 1] kF ;
Ak[i+ 1] =
p
PRAk[i+ 1]
kPnrk=1Tr(Ak[i + 1] kF :
(3.22)
3.4.2 Joint Adaptive MBER SG Estimation and Power Allocation
The key strategy to derive an adaptive estimation algorithm for solving (3.15) is to find
out an efficient and reliable method to calculate the pdf of the received symbol vector r[i]
at the destination node. According to the algorithms in [77], kernel density estimation
provides an effective method for accurately estimating the required pdf.
By transmitting a block of v training samples s^ = sgn(b^), the kernel density estimated
pdf of s^[i] is given by
ps^ =
1
v
p
2n
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
vX
j=1
exp
   (~sj   s^j)2
22nw
H
j [i]wj[i]

; (3.23)
where n is the coefficient which has a lower bound of n =
 
4
3v
 1
5n suggested in [77].
The symbol ~sj is calculated by (3.11), and s^j stands for the jth element in the M  1
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training samples s^. The expression of the BER can be derived as
P^E(wj[i]; aSj [i]; akj [i]) =
1
v
vX
j=1
Q(cj[i]); (3.24)
where
cj[i] =
sgn(s^j)s^j
n
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
: (3.25)
By substituting (3.25) into (3.24) and taking the gradient with respect to different ar-
guments, we can obtain
rPEwj [i] =
1
v
p
2
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
vX
j=1
exp
   c2j [i]
2

sgn(sj)
r[i]  1
2
sj[i]wj[i]
nwHj [i]wj[i]
; (3.26)
rPEaSj [i] =
1
v
p
2n
q
wHj [i]wj[i]
vX
j=1
exp
   c2j [i]
2

sgn(sj)<[wHj [i]hSDAj [i]sj];
(3.27)
rPEakj [i] =
1
v
p
2n
q
wHDj [i]wRj [i]
vX
j=1
exp
   c2j [i]
2

sgn(sj)<[wHRj [i]hkj [i]sj];
(3.28)
where hkj [i] = geqkj [i]fkj [i] denotes the equivalent channel vector assigned for smj . By
making use of an SG algorithm in [59], the updated wj[i], aSj [i] andakj [i] can be cal-
culated by (3.21). The convergence property of the joint iterative optimization problems
have been tested and proved by Niesen et al. in [78]. In the proposed design problem
the receive filter parameter vectors and the power allocation parameters depend on each
other, and the proposed JAPA algorithms provide an iterative update process and finally
both of the desired items will reach at least a local optimum of the BER cost function.
3.4.3 Joint Adaptive MSR SG Algorithm for Power Allocation and
Receiver Design
The proposed power allocation algorithm that maximizes the sum rate at the destination
node is derived as follows. We consider the design problem in (3.19) and the instantaneous
received SNRins as given in (3.18). According to the property of the trace Tr() we can
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obtain
SNRins =
2s
neq[i]
Tr(RSDA[i]A
H
S [i]) =
2s
neq[i]
Tr(
nrX
k=1
RGeqk [i]A
H
k [i]); (3.29)
where
RSDA[i] =H
H
SDA[i]W [i]W
H[i]HSDA[i]AS[i];
RGeqk [i] = G
H
eqk
[i]W [i]W H[i]HSDA[i]AS[i]A
H
S [i]F
H
SRk
[i];
neq[i] = 
2
nTr(W
H[i]W [i] +W H[i](
nrX
k=1
Geqk [i]Ak[i])(
nrX
k=1
Geqk [i]Ak[i])
HW [i]):
Since the power allocation matricesAS[i] andAk[i] are diagonal, we just focus on the
terms containing the conjugate of the jth parameter in order to simplify the derivation,
and rewrite (3.29) as
SNRins =
2s
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1 rSDAj [i]a

Sj
[i]
2n
PN
j=1(w
H
j [i]wj[i] +
Pnr
k=1 rNkj [i]a

kj
[i])
=
2s
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1 rGeqkj
[i]akj [i]
2n
PN
j=1(w
H
j [i]wj[i] +
Pnr
k=1 rNkj [i]a

kj
[i])
;
(3.30)
where rGeqkj [i] and rNkj [i] denotes the jth element in the diagonal of RGeqk [i] and
RNk [i], respectively. RNk [i] = G
H
eqk
[i]W [i]W H[i]Geqk [i]Ak[i] denotes the equivalent
matrix assigned for the noise at the kth relay node.
By taking the stochastic gradient of (3.30) with respect to aSj [i], a

kj
[i] andW H[i] we
can obtain
rW [i] = 
2
s
neq[i]
(Tr(kHSDA[i]AS[i] k2F W [i])neq[i]
  kW H[i]HSDA[i]AS[i] k2F Tr(W [i] +Geqk [i]Ak[i](Geqk [i]Ak[i])W [i]));
raSj [i] =
2s
neq[i]
rSDAj [i];
raRkD[i] =
2s
neq[i]
(rGeq [i]neq[i]  2nrNkj [i]
NX
j=1
rGeqkj
[i]akj [i]):
(3.31)
By using (3.21) and (3.22) the proposed algorithm is achieved. Table I shows a summary
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Table 3.1: The JAPA SG Algorithms
1: Initialization:
W [0] = I(T+1)N1,
aSj [0] = 1; akj [0] = 1,
HSDA[i] =
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i]F SRk [i],
2: for j = 1 to N do
2-1: JAPA SG MMSE Algorithm
ej [i] = sj [i] wHj [i]r[i];
rLwHj [i] =  r[i]e

j [i];
rLaSj [i] = h
H
SDAj
[i]wj [i]s

j [i]ej [i];
rLakj [i] =  (geqkj [i]fkj [i]s[i])
HwDj [i]ej [i];
2-2: JAPA SG MBER Algorithm
cmj [i] =
sgn(s^mj )
^smj
n
q
wHj [i]wj [i]
; hkj [i] = geqkj
[i]fkj [i]
rPEwj [i] = 1Mp2qwHj [i]wj [i]
PM
j=1 exp
   c2j [i]2 sgn(sj) rj [i]  12 sj [i]wj [i]nwHj [i]wj [i] ;
rPEaSj [i] =
1
M
p
2n
q
wHj [i]wj [i]
PM
j=1 exp
   c2j [i]2 sgn(sj)<[wHj [i]hSDAj [i]sj ];
rPEakj [i] =
1
M
p
2n
q
wHDj
[i]wDj [i]
PM
j=1 exp
   c2j [i]2 sgn(sj)<[wHDj [i]hkj [i]sj ];
2-3: JAPA SG MSR Algorithm
RSDA[i] =H
H
SDA[i]W [i]W
H[i]HSDA[i]AS [i];
RGeqk [i] = G
H
eqk
[i]W [i]W H[i]HSDA[i]AS [i]A
H
S [i]F
H
SRk
[i];
neq[i] = 
2
nTr(W
H[i]W [i] +W H[i](
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i])(
Pnr
k=1Geqk [i]Ak[i])
HW [i]);
rW [i] = 
2
s
neq [i]
(Tr(kHSDA[i]AS [i] k2F W [i])neq[i]
  kW H[i]HSDA[i]AS [i] k2F Tr(W [i] +Geqk [i]Ak[i](Geqk [i]Ak[i])W [i]));
raSj [i] =
2s
neq [i]
rSDAj [i];
raRkD[i] =
2s
neq [i]
(rGeq [i]neq[i]  2nrNkj [i]
PN
j=1 rGeqkj
[i]akj [i]);
end for
3: Update:
wj [i+ 1] = wj [i]  rwj [i];
aSj [i+ 1] = aSj [i]  raSj [i];
akj [i+ 1] = akj [i]  rakj [i];
4: Normalization:
AS [i+ 1] =
p
PTAS [i+1]
kAS [i+1]kF ;
Ak[i+ 1] =
p
PRAk[i+1]
kPnrk=1 Tr(Ak[i+1]kF :
of the JAPA SG algorithms with different criteria. A low complexity channel estimation
method derived in [74] can be also employed to obtain the channel matrices required in
the proposed algorithms.
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Table 3.2: Computational Complexity of the Algorithms
Number of operations per symbol
Algorithm Multiplications Additions
PA MMSE(3.3.1) (T + 1)6N6 + (T + 1)N + 8(T + 1)N 7(T + 1)N + 2
JAPA MMSE SG(3.4.1) (7T + 5)N 4(T + 1)N
JAPA MBER SG(3.4.2) (M + 1)(T + 1)N +M (2M + 1)(T + 1)N
OPA [11] N4 + 2N2 +N2T 2 2NT   1
JAPA MSR SG(3.4.3) 7(T + 1)N +N + 1 7(T + 1)N +N + 2
PO-PR-SIM [10] N4 + 2N2 2NT
3.5 Analysis
The proposed JAPA SG algorithms employ three different criteria to compute the pow-
er allocation matrices iteratively at the destination node and then send them back via a
feedback channel. In this section, we will illustrate the low computational complexity
required by the proposed JAPA SG algorithms compared to the existing power allocation
optimization algorithms using the same criteria and will examine their feedback require-
ment.
3.5.1 Computational Complexity Analysis
In Table II, we compute the number of additions and multiplications to compare the com-
plexity of the proposed JAPA SG algorithms with the conventional power allocation s-
trategies. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithms is calculated by
summing the number of additions and multiplications, which is related to the number
of antennas N , the number of relay nodes nr, and the N  T STC scheme employed in
the network. Note that the computational complexity in [10] and [11] is high because
the key parameters in the algorithms can only be obtained by eigenvalue decomposition,
which requires a high-cost computing process when the matrices are large [79].
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3.5.2 Feedback Requirements
The proposed JAPA SG algorithms require communication between the relay nodes and
the destination node according to different algorithms. The feedback channel we consid-
ered is modeled as an AWGN channel. A 4-bit quantization scheme, which quantizes the
real part and the imaginary part by 4 bits, respectively, is utilized prior to the feedback
channel. More efficient schemes employing vector quantization [104, 105] and that take
into account correlations between the coefficients are also possible.
For simplicity we show how the feedback errors in power allocation matrices at the
relay nodes affect the accuracy of the detection when only one relay node is employed.
The N  N diagonal power allocation matrix with feedback errors at the kth relay node
is derived as
A^[i] = A[i] +E[i]; (3.32)
where A[i] denotes the accurate power allocation matrix and E[i] stands for the error
matrix. We assume the parameters in E[i] are Gaussian with zero mean and variance f .
Then the received symbol vector is given by
r^[i] = Geq[i]A^[i]F [i]s[i] +Geq[i]A^[i]nSR[i] + nRD[i]
= Geq[i]A^[i]F [i]s[i] + n^D[i];
(3.33)
where n^D[i] denotes the received noise with zero mean and variance f (I+ k
Geq[i]A^[i] kF ). By defining p^ = E [r^sH] and R^x = E

r^r^H

, we can obtain the MSE
with the feedback errors as
me = Tr(p^
HR^x
 1
p^)
= Tr
 
(Geq[i](A[i] +E[i])F [i]s)
H
(k Geq[i](A[i] +E[i])F [i] k2F s + (I+ k Geq[i](A[i] +E[i]) k2F )f ) 1
(Geq[i](A[i] +E[i])F [i]s)

;
(3.34)
while the MSE expression of the system with accurate power allocation parameters is
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given by
m = Tr
 
(Geq[i]A[i]F [i]s)
H
(k Geq[i]A[i]F [i] k2F s + (I+ k Geq[i]A[i] k2F )n) 1
(Geq[i]A[i]F [i]s)

:
(3.35)
By substituting (3.35) into (3.34), we can obtain the difference between the MSE expres-
sions with accurate and inaccurate power allocation matrices which is given by
me = m+ Tr
 
(Geq[i]E[i]F [i]s)
H
(k Geq[i]E[i]F [i] k2F s + (I+ k Geq[i]E[i] k2F )n) 1
(Geq[i]E[i]F [i]s)

= m+meo:
(3.36)
The received power allocation matrices are positive definite according to the power con-
straint, which indicates meo is a positive scalar. The expression in (3.36) denotes an
analytical derivation of the MSE at the destination node, which indicates the impact of
the limited feedback employed in the JAPA SG algorithms.
3.6 Simulations
The simulation results are provided in this section to assess the proposed JAPA SG al-
gorithms. The equal power allocation (EPA) algorithm in [13] is employed in order to
identify the benefits achieved by the proposed power allocation algorithms. The coopera-
tive MIMO system considered employs an AF protocol with the Alamouti STBC scheme
in [74] using BPSK modulation in a quasi-static block fading channel with AWGN. The
effect of the direct link is also considered. It is possible to employ the DF protocol or
use a different number of antennas and relay nodes with a simple modification. The ML
detection is considered at the destination node to indicate the achievement of full receive
diversity even though other detection algorithms [85–87] can also be adopted. The system
is equipped with nr = 1 relay node and N = 2 antennas at each node. In the simulations,
we set the symbol power 2s to 1. The SNR in the simulations is the received SNR which
is calculated by (3.29).
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Figure 3.1: SNR versus BER for JAPA SG Algorithms
The proposed JAPA SG algorithms derived in Section 3:4 are compared with the EPA
algorithm and the power allocation algorithms in [10], [80] and [81] with and without the
direct link (DL) in Fig. 3.1. The results illustrate that the performance of the proposed
JAPA SG algorithms is superior to the EPA algorithm by more than 3dB. The power al-
location algorithms in the literature are designed for AF systems without re-encoding at
the relays and in order to obtain a fair comparison, they have been adapted to the system
considered in Fig. 3.1. However, as shown in the plot, the performance of the existing
power allocation algorithms cannot achieve a BER performance as good as the proposed
algorithms. In the low SNR scenario, the JAPA MSR SG algorithm can achieve a better
BER performance compared with the JAPAMMSE SG algorithm, while with the increase
of the SNR, the BER curves of the JAPA MSR and MMSE SG algorithms approach the
BER performance of the JAPA MBER SG algorithm. The BER of the JAPA MBER SG
algorithm achieves the best performance because of the received BER is minimized by
the algorithm in Section 3:4. The performance improvement of the proposed JAPA SG
algorithms is achieved with more relays employed in the system as an increased spatial
diversity is provided by the relays. It is worth to mention that the power allocation al-
gorithms in [10] and [81] are designed for other transmission scenarios so that when we
adapt these algorithms into our system their performances are worse than that with the
equal power allocation scheme.
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Figure 3.2: JAPA MBER SG Algorithm BER versus SNR
The simulation results shown in Fig. 3.2 illustrate the influence of the feedback chan-
nel on the JAPA MBER SG algorithm. As mentioned in Section 3:5, the optimized power
allocation matrices will be sent back to each relay node and the source node through an
AWGN feedback channel. In the simulation, we assume the feedback channel contains
noise interference and model the noise as AWGN in order to test our algorithms. The
real part and the imaginary part of the elements in the code matrices are quantized with
different numbers of bits to indicates the effects of the imperfect feedback and the lim-
itation of the feedback. The quantization and feedback errors are not considered in the
simulation results in Fig. 3.1, so the optimized power allocation matrices are perfectly
known at the relay node and the source node after the JAPA SG algorithm; while in Fig.
3.2, it indicates that the performance of the proposed algorithm will be affected by the
accuracy of the feedback information. In the simulation, we use 2; 3; 4 bits to quantize
the real part and the imaginary part of the element in AS[i] and Ak[i], and the feedback
channel is modeled as an AWGN channel. As we can see from Fig. 3.2, by increasing
the number of quantization bits for the feedback, the BER performance approaches the
performance with perfect feedback, and by making use of 4 quantization bits for the real
and imaginary part of each parameter in the matrices, the performance of the JAPA SG
algorithm is about 1dB worse. According to the simulation, the more quantization bits we
use, the better performance we will obtain.
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Figure 3.3: JAPA SG Algorithms Sum Rate versus SNR
The transmission rate of the cooperative MIMO network with EPA and PA schemes
in [10], [80] and [81] and the proposed JAPA SG algorithms in Section 3:4:3 is given by
Fig. 3.3. The number of relay nodes is equal to 1 for all the algorithms. The proposed
JAPA MSR SG optimization algorithm adjusts the power allocated to each antenna in
order to achieve the maximum of the sum rate in the system. From the simulation results,
it is obvious that a higher throughput can be achieved by the existing PA algorithms in Fig.
3.3 compared to the proposed JAPA MMSE and MBER SG algorithms. The reason for
that lies in the design criterion of the existing and the proposed algorithms. However, the
improvement in the sum rate by employing the JAPAMSR SG algorithm can be observed
as well. The rate improvement of the JAPA MMSE and MBER SG algorithms is not as
much as the JAPA MSR SG algorithm because the optimization of the proposed JAPA
MMSE and MBER optimization algorithms are not suitable for the maximization of the
sum rate.
The simulation results shown in Fig. 3.4 illustrate the convergence property of the
proposed JAPA SG algorithm. All the schemes have an error probability of 0:5 at the
beginning, and after the first 20 symbols are received and detected, the JAPA MMSE
scheme achieves a better BER performance compared with the JAPA MSR scheme and
the JAPA MBER scheme a better BER than the other algorithms. With the number of
received symbols increasing, the BER curve of all the schemes are almost straight, while
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Figure 3.4: BER performance vs. Number of Symbols for JAPA SG Algorithms
the BER performance of the JAPA MBER algorithm can be further improved and obtain
a fast convergence after receiving 80 symbols.
3.7 Summary
We have proposed joint adaptive power allocation and receiver design algorithms accord-
ing to different criteria with the power constraint between the source node and the relay
nodes, and between relay nodes and the destination node to achieve low BER perfor-
mance. Joint iterative estimation algorithms with low computational complexity for com-
puting the power allocation parameters and the linear receive filter have been derived. The
simulation results illustrated the advantage of the proposed power allocation algorithms
by comparing them with the equal power allocation algorithm. The proposed algorithm
can be utilized with different DSTC schemes and a variety of detectors [82] [83] and es-
timation algorithms [84] in cooperative MIMO systems with AF strategy and can also be
extended to the DF cooperation protocols.
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4.1 Introduction
Cooperative MIMO systems, which employ multiple relay nodes with antennas between
the source node and the destination node as a distributed antenna array, can obtain di-
versity gains by providing copies of the transmitted signals to improve the reliability of
wireless communication systems [88]. Among the links between the relay nodes and the
destination node, cooperation strategies such as AF, DF, CF [2] and various distributed
space-time coding (DSTC) schemes [3], [4], and [5] can be employed.
The use of DSTC schemes at the relay node in a cooperative network, providing more
copies of the desired symbols at the destination node, can offer the system diversity and
coding gains to mitigate the interference. A recent focus on DSTC techniques lies in the
design of delay-tolerant codes and full-diversity schemes with minimum outage proba-
bility. An opportunistic DSTC scheme with the minimum outage probability is designed
for a DF cooperative network and compared with the fixed DSTC schemes in [32], while
in [33] a novel opportunistic relaying algorithm is achieved by employing DSTC in an AF
cooperative MIMO network. An adaptive distributed-Alamouti (D-Alamouti) space-time
block code (STBC) design is proposed in [89] for non-regenerative dual-hop wireless
systems which achieves the minimum outage probability. DSTC schemes for the AF pro-
tocol are discussed in [14,34,90]. In [90], the generalized ABBA (GABBA) STC scheme
is extended to a distributed MIMO network with full-diversity and full-rate, while an
optimal algorithm for the design of the DSTC scheme to achieve the optimal diversity
and multiplexing tradeoff is derived in [34]. A quasi-orthogonal DSTBC for cooperative
MIMO networks is presented and shown to achieve full rate and full diversity with any
number of antennas in [14]. In [6], a new STC scheme that multiplies a randomized ma-
trix by the STC matrix at the relay node before the transmission is derived and analyzed.
The randomized space-time code (RSTC) can achieve the performance of a centralized
space-time code in terms of coding gain and diversity order.
Optimal space-time codes can be obtained by transmitting the channel or other useful
information for code design back to the source node, in order to achieve higher coding
gains by pre-processing the symbols. In [91], the trade-off between the length of the feed-
back symbols, which is related to the capacity loss and the transmission rate is discussed,
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whereas in [92] one solution for this trade-off problem is derived. The use of limited
feedback for STC has been widely discussed in the literature. In [93], the phase informa-
tion is sent back for space-time encoding in order to maintain the full diversity, and the
phase feedback is employed in [94] to improve the performance of the Alamouti STBC.
A limited feedback link is used in [95] and [96] to provide the channel information for the
pre-coding of an orthogonal STBC scheme. Another limited feedback strategy has been
considered for relay power selection in [9].
In this chapter, we propose an adaptive distributed space-time coding scheme and al-
gorithms for cooperative MIMO relaying systems. This work was first introduced and
discussed in [16]. We first develop a centralized algorithm with limited feedback to com-
pute the parameters of an adjustable code matrix, which requires sending the adjustable
code matrices back to the relay nodes after the optimization via a feedback channel that is
modeled as a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC). Then, adaptive optimization algorithms
are derived based on the MSE and the ML criteria subject to constraints on the transmitted
power at the relays, in order to release the destination node from the high computation-
al complexity of the optimization process. We focus on how the adjustable code matrix
affects the DSTC during the encoding and how to optimize the linear receive filter with
the code matrix iteratively or, alternatively, by employing an ML detector and adjust-
ing the code matrix. The upper bound of the error probability of the proposed adaptive
DSTC is derived in order to show its advantages as compared to the traditional DSTC
schemes and the influence of the imperfect feedback is discussed. It is shown that the
use of an adjustable code matrix benefits the performance of the system compared to em-
ploying traditional STC schemes. Then, we derive a fully distributed matrix optimization
algorithm which does not require feedback. The pairwise error probability (PEP) of the
adaptive DSTC is employed in order to devise a distributed algorithm and to eliminate the
need for feedback channels. The fully distributed matrix optimization algorithm allows
the system to use the optimal adjustable matrix before the transmission, and also achieves
the minimum PEP when the statistical information of the channel does not change. The
differences of our work compared with the existing works are discussed as follows. First,
an optimal adjustable code matrix will be multiplied by an existing space-time coding
scheme at the relay node and the encoded data are forwarded to the destination node. The
code matrix is first generated randomly as discussed in [6], and it is optimized according
to different criteria at the destination node by the proposed algorithms. Second, in order
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to implement the adaptive algorithms, the adjustable code matrix is optimized with the
linear receive filter iteratively, and then transmitted back to the relay node via a feedback
channel. The impact of the feedback errors is considered and shown in the simulations.
Third, the proposed fully distributed optimization algorithm eliminates the effect of the
feedback by choosing the optimal code matrix before transmission, and the receiver is re-
leased from the design task. Moreover, the power allocation matrices used in the previous
section are diagonal but the code matrices in the proposed ARMO algorithms are not.
4.2 Cooperative MIMO System Model
The communication system under consideration is a two-hop cooperative MIMO system
which employs multiple relay nodes as shown in Fig. 2.2. The first hop is devoted to the
source transmission, which broadcasts the information symbols to the relay nodes and to
the destination node. The second hop forwards the amplified and re-encoded information
symbols from the relay nodes to the destination node. Each hop between the source
and the relays contains 1 time slot and each hop between the relays and the destination
contains T time slots, where T is the length of the codeword of the STC scheme used at
relays. An orthogonal transmission protocol is considered which requires that the source
node does not transmit during the time period of the second hop. In order to evaluate the
adaptive optimization algorithms, a BSC is considered as the feedback channel.
Consider a cooperative MIMO system with nr relay nodes that employ an AF coop-
erative strategy as well as a DSTC scheme. All nodes have N antennas to transmit and
receive. We consider only one user at the source node in our system that operates in a
spatial multiplexing configuration. Let s[i] denotes the transmitted information symbol
vector at the source node, which contains N parameters, s[i] = [s1[i]; s2[i]; :::; sN [i]], and
has a covariance matrix E

s[i]sH [i]

= 2sIN , where 
2
s is the signal power which we
assume to be equal to 1. The source node broadcasts s[i] from the source to nr relay
nodes as well as to the destination node in the first hop, which can be described by
rSD[i] =HSD[i]s[i] + nSD[i]; rSRk [i] = F SRk [i]s[i] + nSRk [i]; (4.1)
i = 1; 2; ::: ; N; k = 1; 2; ::: nr;
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where rSRk [i] and rSD[i] denote the received symbol vectors at the kth relay node and at
the destination node, respectively. The N  1 vector nSRk [i] and nSD[i] denote the zero
mean complex circular symmetric AWGN vector generated at the kth relay node and at
the destination node with variance 2. The matrices F SRk [i] andHSD[i] are the N N
channel coefficient matrices between the source node and the kth relay node, and between
the source node and the destination node, respectively.
The received symbols are re-encoded at each relay node prior to transmission to the
destination node in the second hop. We assume that the synchronization at each node
is perfect. After amplifying the received vector rSRk [i] at the kth relay node, the signal
vector ~sSRk [i] = ARkD[i]rSRk [i] can be obtained, where ARkD[i] stands for the N  N
diagonal amplification matrix assigned at the kth relay node. The N  1 signal vector
~sSRk [i] will be re-encoded by an N  T DSTC schemeM (~s), multiplied by an N  N
adjustable code matrix k[i] generated randomly [6], and then forwarded to the destina-
tion node. The advantage of multiplying a randomized matrix or vector at the relays, such
as reduction of the error probability and full diversity achievement, are introduced and
discussed in [6]. The relationship between the kth relay and the destination node can be
described as
RRkD[i] = GRkD[i]k[i]MRkD[i] +NRkD[i]: (4.2)
The N  T received symbol matrixRRkD[i] in (3.2) can be written as an NT  1 vector
rRkD[i] given by
rRkD[i] = eqk [i]Geqk [i]~sSRk [i] + nRkD[i]; (4.3)
where the block diagonal NT  NT matrix eqk [i] denotes the equivalent adjustable
code matrix and the NT  N matrix Geqk [i] stands for the equivalent channel matrix
which is the DSTC scheme M (~s[i]) combined with the channel matrix GRkD[i]. The
NT  1 equivalent noise vector nRkD[i] generated at the destination node contains the
noise parameters inNRkD[i].
The utilization of an adjustable code matrix or a randomized matrix eqk [i] which
achieves the full diversity order and provides a lower error probability has been discussed
in [6]. The uniform sphere randomized matrix which achieves the lowest BER of the
analyzed schemes and contains elements that are uniformly distributed on the surface
of a complex hyper-sphere of radius  is used in our system. The proposed adaptive
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algorithms detailed in the next section optimize the code matrices employed at the relay
nodes in order to achieve a lower BER. At each relay node, the adjustable code matrices
are normalized so that no increase in the energy is introduced at the relay nodes and the
comparison between different schemes is fair.
After rewritingRRkD[i] we can consider the received symbol vector at the destination
node as a (T+1)N1 vector with two parts, one is from the source node and another one
is the superposition of the received vectors from each relay node. Therefore, the received
symbol vector for the cooperative MIMO system can be written as
r[i] =
24 HSD[i]s[i]Pnr
k=1eqk [i]Geqk [i]~sSRk [i]
35+
24 nSD[i]
nRD[i]
35
=DD[i]~sD[i] + nD[i];
(4.4)
where the (T+1)N2N block diagonal matrixDD[i] denotes the channel gain matrix of
all the links in the network which contains theN N channel coefficients matrixHSD[i]
between the source node and the destination node, theNT N equivalent channel matrix
Geqk [i] for k = 1; 2; :::; nr between each relay node and the destination node. We assume
that the coefficients in all channel matrices are independent and remain constant over the
transmission. The (T +1)N 1 noise vector nD[i] contains the equivalent received noise
vector at the destination node, which can be modeled as an AWGN with zero mean and
covariance matrix 2(1+ kPnrk=1eqk [i]Geqk [i]ARkD[i] k2F )I(T+1)N .
4.3 Joint Adaptive Code Matrix Optimization and Re-
ceiver Design
In this section, we jointly design an MMSE adjustable code matrix and the receiver for
the proposed DSTC scheme. Adaptive SG and RLS algorithms [59] for determining the
parameters of the adjustable code matrix with reduced complexity are also devised. The
DSTC scheme used at the relay nodes employs an MMSE-based adjustable code matrix,
which is computed at the destination node and obtained by a feedback channel in order
to process the data symbols prior to transmission to the destination node. It is worth to
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mention that the code matrices are only used at the relay node so the direct link from the
source node to the destination node is not considered in this section.
4.3.1 Linear MMSE Receiver Design with Adaptive DSTC Opti-
mization
The linear MMSE receiver design with optimal code matrices at the destination node is
derived as follows. By defining the TN  1 parameter vector wj[i] to determine the jth
symbol sj[i], we propose the MSE based optimization with a power constraint described
by
[wj[i];eqk [i]] = arg min
wj [i];eqk [i]
E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2 ; s:t: Tr(eqk [i]Heqk [i])  PR;
(4.5)
where r[i] denotes the received symbol vector at the destination node derived in (4.4).
By employing a Lagrange multiplier  we can obtain the Lagrangian function expression
shown as
L = E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2+ (Tr(eqk [i]Heqk [i])  PR): (4.6)
By expanding the right-hand side of (4.6) and taking the gradient with respect towj [i]
and equating the terms to zero, we can obtain the jth MMSE receive filter vector for the
jth symbol
wj[i] = R
 1p; (4.7)
where the first termR = E [r[i]rH[i]] denotes the auto-correlation matrix and the second
term p = E

r[i]sj [i]

stands for the cross-correlation vector. To optimize the code matrix
eqkj [i] for each symbol at each relay node, we can calculate the code matrix by taking
the gradient with respect to eqkj [i] and equating the terms to zero, resulting in
eqkj [i] =
~R
 1 ~P ; (4.8)
where ~R = E
h
sj[i]~sSRkj [i]wj[i]w
H
j [i] + I
i
and ~P = E
h
sj[i]~sSRkj [i]wj[i]g
H
eqkj
[i]
i
are
NT NT matrices. The value of the Lagrange multiplier  can be determined by substi-
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tuting eqkj [i] into Tr(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i]) = PR and solving the power constraint function.
In the proposed adaptive algorithm we employ quantization, which requires less compu-
tational complexity, instead of using the Lagrange multiplier. The detailed explanation
is shown in the next section. Note that non-linear detection algorithms [83] can also be
employed at the receiver for an improved performance.
Appendix A includes a detailed derivation of wj[i] and eqj [i]. The power constraint
can be enforced by employing the Lagrange multiplier and by substituting the power
constraint into the MSE cost function. In (4.8) a closed-form expression of the code
matrix eqkj [i] assigned for the jth received symbol at the kth relay node is derived. The
problem is that the optimization method requires the calculation of a matrix inversion with
a high computational complexity of O((NT )3), and with the increase in the number of
antennas employed at each node or the use of more complicated STC encoders at the relay
nodes, the computational complexity increases cubically according to the matrix sizes in
(4.7) and (4.8).
4.3.2 Adaptive Stochastic Gradient Optimization Algorithm
In order to reduce the computational complexity and achieve an optimal performance,
a centralized adaptive robust matrix optimization (C-ARMO) algorithm based on an SG
algorithm with a linear receiver design is proposed as follows.
The Lagrangian resulting from the optimization problem is derived in (4.6), and a
simple adaptive algorithm for determining the linear receive filters and the code matrices
can be derived by taking the instantaneous gradient term of (4.6) with respect towj [i] and
with respect to eqkj [i], respectively, which are
rLwj [i] = rE
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2wj [i] =  ej [i]r[i];
rLeqkj [i] = rE
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2eqkj [i] =  ej[i]sj [i]wj[i]dHkj [i]; (4.9)
where ej[i] = sj[i]   wHj [i]r[i] stands for the jth error signal, and the NT  1 vector
dkj [i] denotes the jth column of the channel matrix which contains the product of the
channel matrices F SRk and GRkD and the power allocation matrices ARkD. After we
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Table 4.1: Summary of the C-ARMO SG Algorithm
1: Initialize: wj[0] = 0NT1,
2: [0] is generated randomly with the power constraint Tr(eqk
H
eqk
)  PR.
3: For each instant of time, i=1, 2, ..., compute
4: rLwj [i] =  ej [i]r[i],
5: rLeqkj [i] =  ej[i]s

j [i]wj[i]d
H
kj
[i],
6: where ej[i] = sj[i] wHj [i]r[i].
7: Update wj[i] and eqkj [i] by
8: wj[i+ 1] = wj[i] + (ej [i]r[i]),
9: eqkj [i+ 1] = eqkj [i] + (ej[i]s

j [i]wj[i]d
H
kj
[i]),
10: eqkj [i+ 1] =
p
PReqkj [i+1]qPN
j=1 Tr(eqkj [i+1]
H
eqkj
[i+1])
.
obtain (4.9) the proposed algorithm can be obtained by introducing a step size into a
gradient optimization algorithm to update the result until the convergence is reached, and
the algorithm is given by
wj[i+1] = wj[i]+(e

j [i]r[i]); eqkj [i+1] = eqkj [i]+(ej[i]s

j [i]wj[i]d
H
kj
[i]); (4.10)
where  and  denote the step sizes in the recursions for the estimation. A detailed
derivation is included in Appendix B.
The energy of the code matrices in (4.10) will be increased with the processing of
the adaptive algorithm, which will contribute to the reduction of the error probability. A
normalization of the code matrix after the optimization is required and implemented as
eqkj [i + 1] =
p
PReqkj [i+1]qPN
j=1 Tr(eqkj [i+1]
H
eqkj
[i+1])
to ensure that the energy is not increased and
for a fair comparison among the analyzed DSTC schemes. A summary of the C-ARMO
SG algorithm is given in Table 4.1.
According to (4.10), the receive filter wj[i] and the code matrix eqkj [i] depend on
each other. Therefore, alternating optimization algorithms [84, 97] can be used to deter-
mine the linear MMSE receive filter and the code matrix iteratively, and the optimization
procedure can be completed. The complexity of calculating the optimalwj[i] andeqkj [i]
is O(NT ) and O(N2T 2), respectively, which is much less than O(N4T 4) and O(N5T 5)
by using (4.7) and (4.8). As mentioned in Section I, the optimal MMSE code matrices will
be sent back to the relay nodes via a feedback channel, and the influence of the imperfect
feedback is shown and discussed in simulations.
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4.3.3 ML Detection and LS Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The criterion for optimizing the adjustable code matrices and performing symbol detec-
tion in the C-ARMO algorithm can be changed to the ML criterion, which is equivalent to
a LS criterion in this case. For example, if we take the ML instead of the MSE criterion to
determine the code matrices, then we have to store an N D matrix S at the destination
node which contains all the possible combinations of the transmitted symbol vectors. The
ML optimization problem can be written as
[s^dj [i]; ^eqkj [i]] = arg minsdj [i];eqkj [i]
kr[i]  r^[i]k2;
s:t: Tr(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i])  PR; for d = 1; 2; :::;D;
(4.11)
where r^[i] =
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1eqkj [i]dkj [i]s^dj [i] denotes the received symbol vector without
noise which is determined by substituting each column of S into (4.11). The optimization
algorithm contains a discrete part which refers to the ML detection and a continuous part
which refers to the optimization of the code matrix. The detection and the optimization
can be implemented separately. The jointly detection and estimation procedure benefits
the optimization of coding design, but the computational complexity will increase. In this
case, other detectors such as sphere decoders can be used in the optimization algorithm in
the detection part in order to reduce the computational complexity without an impact on
the performance, and the algorithm will converge after several iterations.
After determining the transmitted symbol vector, we can calculate the optimal code
matrix eqkj [i] by employing the LS estimation algorithm. The Lagrangian expression is
given by
L = kr[i]  (
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]dkj [i]s^dj [i])k2 + (Tr[eqk [i]Heqk [i]]  PR); (4.12)
and by taking the instantaneous gradient ofL with respect to the code matrixeqkj [i] we
can obtain
rLeqkj [i] = (r[i]  r^[i])reqkj [i](r[i]  r^[i])
H
= (rej [i] eqkj [i]dkj [i]s^dj [i])( s^dj [i]dHkj [i]);
(4.13)
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where rej [i] = r[i]  
Pnr
k=1
PN
l=1;l 6=j eqkl [i]dkl [i]s^dl [i] stands for the received vector
without the desired code matrix. The optimal code matrix ^eqkj [i] requires rLeqkj [i] =
0, and the optimal adjustable code matrix as given by
eqkj [i] = s^

dj
[i]rej [i]d
H
kj
[i](j s^dj [i] j2 dkj [i]dHkj [i])y: (4.14)
The power constraint is not considered because the quantization method can be employed
in order to reduce the high computational complexity for determining the value of the
Lagrange multiplier.
4.3.4 RLS Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The RLS estimation algorithm for the code matrix eqkj [i] is derived in this section. The
ML detector is employed so that the detection and the optimization procedures are sepa-
rate as explained in the previous section, so we focus on how to optimize the code matrix
rather than the detection. The superior convergence behavior of the LS algorithm when
the size of the adjustable code matrix is large indicates the reason of the utilization of
an RLS estimation, and it is worth to mention that the computational complexity reduces
from cubic to square by employing the RLS algorithm.
According to the RLS algorithm, the optimization problem is given by
[^eqkj [i]] = arg mineqkj [i]
iX
n=1
i nkr[n]  r^[i]k2;
s:t: Tr(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i])  PR;
(4.15)
where  stands for the forgetting factor. By expanding the right-hand side of (3.15) and
taking gradient with respect to eqkj [i] and equaling the terms to zero, we obtain
eqkj [i] = (
iX
n=1
i nre[n]rHkj [n])(
nX
i=1
i nrkj [n]r
H
kj
[n]) 1; (4.16)
where the NT  1 vector re[n] = eqkj [n]dkj [n]s^dj [n] and rkj [n] = dkj [n]s^dj [n]. The
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Table 4.2: Summary of the C-ARMO RLS Algorithm
1: Initialize: P [0] =  1INTNT , Z[0] = INTNT ,
2: the value of  is small when SNR is high and is large when SNR is low,
3: [0] is generated randomly with the power constraint trace(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i])  PR.
4: For each instant of time, i=1, 2, ..., compute
5: k[i] =
 1	 1[i 1]rkj [i]
1+ 1rHkj [i]	
 1[i 1]rkj [i]
,
6: eqkj [i] = eqkj [i  1] +  1(re[i] Z[i  1]k[i])rHkj [i]P [i  1],
7: P [i] =  1P [i  1]   1k[i]rHkl [i]P [i  1],
8: Z[i] = Z[i  1] + re[i]rHkj [i].
12: eqkj [i] =
p
PReqkj [i]qPN
j=1 Tr(eqkj [i]
H
eqkj
[i])
.
power constraint is still not considered during the optimization. We define
	[i] =
iX
n=1
i nrkj [n]r
H
kj
[n] = 	[i  1] + rkj [n]rHkj [n]; (4.17)
Z[i] =
iX
n=1
i nre[n]rHkj [n] = Z[i  1] + re[n]rHkj [n]; (4.18)
so that we can rewrite (4.16) as
eqkj [i] = Z[i]	
 1[i]: (4.19)
By employing the matrix inversion lemma in [15], we can obtain
	 1[i] =  1	 1[i  1]   1k[i]rHkj [i]	 1[i  1]; (4.20)
where k[i] = ( 1	 1[i   1]rkj [i])=(1 +  1rHkj [i]	 1[i   1]rkj [i]). We define P [i] =
	 1[i] and by substituting (3.18) and (4.20) into (4.19), the expression of the code matrix
is given by
eqkj [i] = Z[i  1]P [i] + re[i]rHkj [i]P [i]
= Z[i  1]P [i  1] +Z[i  1]k[i]rHkj [i]P [i  1] + re[i]rHkj [i]P [i]
= eqkj [i  1] +  1(re[i] Z[i  1]k[i])rHkj [i]P [i  1]:
(4.21)
Table 4.2 shows a summary of the C-ARMO RLS algorithm.
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4.3.5 Convergence Analysis
The C-ARMO algorithms can be divided into two cases: the first one performs the opti-
mization by updating the receive filter and the code matrix iteratively, i.e., the MSE based
C-ARMO algorithm, the second one only optimizes the code matrix itself according to
the Lagrangian function, i.e., the ML and RLS based C-ARMO algorithms. In this sub-
section, we will illustrate how the C-ARMO algorithms converge to the global optimum
solution.
MSE based C-ARMO Algorithm
The proposed MSE based C-ARMO algorithm allows the optimization of the receive filter
w[i] and the code matrix[i] iteratively. A detailed proof of the convergence of this type
of algorithm is derived in [78]. We will give a brief outline on how these results can be
used to prove the convergence of our algorithms.
According to [78], the optimization problem in (4.5) can be described as: Given an
initial (w0;0) 2 W0  P0, we have to find a sequence of points (wn;n) 2 Wn  Pn
that
lim
n!1
L (wn;n) = L (W ;P); (4.22)
where the sequence of compact sets f(Wn;Pn)gn0 : Wn;Pn that are revealed at time n
such that as n!1, Pn dH! P andWn dH!W , and
dH(A;B) = maxfsup
A2A
inf
B2B
d(A;B); sup
B2B
inf
A2A
d(A;B)g (4.23)
denotes the Hausdorff distance between A and B. The proposed algorithm is written
recursively for n  1 as described by
wn 2 arg min
w2Wn
L (w;n 1); n 2 arg min
2Pn
L (wn;): (4.24)
According to the three-point property and the four-point property in [78], we can obtain
L (wn;n) +L (w;n)  L (w;n 1) +L (w;) + !(n) (4.25)
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for all w 2 Wn and  2 Pn, where !(n) denotes the modulus of continuity of
L (wn;n) with !(n)! 0 as n ! 0, and n = "n + "n 1 with "n ! 0 as n!1.
SincePn dH! P andWn dH!W , there must exists a sequence (w0n;0n) 2 WnPn such
that (w0n;
0
n)! (w0;0) 2 argminL (W ;P) and d(w0n;w0) + d(0n;0)  "n for all
n  0. By replacing (w;) with (w0;0) and choosing L (w0n;0n)  L (w0;0) +
!("n), we can obtain
L (wn;n) +L (w
0
n;n)  L (w0n 1;n 1) +L (w0;0) + 2!(n) +!("n); (4.26)
and further derive
lim inf
n!1
L (wn;n)  L (w;): (4.27)
By defining a subsequence fnkgk>0 such that lim infn!1L (wn;n) =
limk!1L (wnk ;nk), and assuming compactness ofW and P , we can obtain w 2 W ,
 2 P , and
lim inf
n!1
L (wn;n) = lim
k!1
L (wnk ;nk)  L (w;): (4.28)
Combining (4.27) and (4.28), we can obtain lim infn!1L (wn;n) = L (w;) which
indicates (4.22) converges to the optimum values.
ML and RLS based C-ARMO Algorithm
The ML and RLS based C-ARMO algorithms just optimize the code matrix, and we can
analyze the Hessian matrix of (4.12) and check its positive (semi-)definiteness. By taking
the second-order partial derivatives of the Lagrangian cost function in (4.12), we can
obtain
H(L ) =
@
@eqkj [i]
(
@L
@eqkj [i]
)
=
@
@eqkj [i]
(r[i]sj [i]d
H
kj
[i]+ j sj j2 eqkj [i]dkj [i]dHkj [i])
=j sj j2 dkj [i]dHkj [i];
(4.29)
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where the first term j sj j2 is a positive scalar and the rest of the terms denotes the
multiplication of the equivalent channel vectors which is a positive-definite matrix and the
problem is convex. We conclude that the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian cost function
is a positive-definite matrix so that the ML and RLS based C-ARMO algorithms converge
to the global optimum under the usual assumptions used to prove the convergence of these
algorithms for convex problems.
4.4 Probability of Error Analysis
In this section, the pairwise error probability (PEP) of the system employing the adaptive
DSTC will be derived. As we mentioned in Section I, the adjustable code matrices will
be considered in the derivation as it affects the performance by reducing the upper bound
of the pairwise error probability. The PEP upper bound of the traditional STC schemes
in [41] is introduced for comparison, and the main difference lies in the eigenvalues of
the adjustable code matrices. Please note that the direct link is ignored in the PEP upper
bound derivation in order to concentrate on the effects of the adjustable code matrix on the
performance. The expression of the upper bound holds for systems with different sizes
and an arbitrary number of relay nodes.
Consider an N N STC scheme at the relay node with CT codewords, and the code-
word C1 is transmitted and decoded as another codeword Ci at the destination node,
where i = 1; 2; :::; CT . According to [41], the probability of error for this code can be
upper bounded by the sum of all the probabilities of incorrect decoding, which is given
by
Pe 
CTX
i=2
P(C1 ! Ci): (4.30)
Assuming that the codeword C2 is decoded at the destination node and that we know the
channel information perfectly, we can derive the conditional pairwise error probability of
the DSTC encoded with the adjustable code matrix  as [118]
P(C1 ! C2 j ) = Q
r

2
k D(C1  C2) kF

; (4.31)
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where D stands for the matrix with the channel coefficients for all links. Let UHCU
be the eigenvalue decomposition of (C1  C2)H(C1  C2), where U is a unitary matrix
with the eigenvectors and C is a diagonal matrix which contains all the eigenvalues of
the difference between two different codewords C1 and C2. Let V HV stand for the
eigenvalue decomposition of (DU)HDU , where V is a unitary matrix that contains
the eigenvectors and  is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues arranged in decreasing
order. Therefore, the conditional pairwise probability of error can be written as
P(C1 ! C2 j ) = Q
0@
vuut
2
NCTX
m=1
NX
n=1
nCn jn;mj2
1A ; (4.32)
where n;m is the (n;m)th element in V , and n and Cn are the nth eigenvalues in
 and s, respectively. It is important to note that the value of  is positive and
real because (DU )HDU is Hermitian symmetric. According to [41], an appropriate
upper bound assumption of theQ function isQ(x)  1
2
e
 x2
2 , thus we can derive the upper
bound of the pairwise error probability for an adaptive STC scheme as
Pe  E
"
1
2
exp
 
 
4
NCTX
m=1
NX
n=1
nCnjn;mj2
!#
=
1QN
n=1(1 +

4
nCn)
NT
;
(4.33)
while the upper bound of the error probability expression for a traditional STC in [41] is
given by
PeD  E
"
1
2
exp
 
 
4
NCTX
m=1
NX
n=1
Cn jn;mj2
!#
=
1QN
n=1(1 +

4
Cn)
NT
:
(4.34)
If we neglect the 1 in the denominator in (4.33), the exponent of the SNR  indicates
the diversity order which means the full diversity NT can be achieved in (4.33). By
comparing (4.33) and (4.34), employing an adjustable code matrix for an STC scheme at
the relay node introduces n in the BER upper bound. With the aid of simulations, we
found that  is diagonal with one eigenvalue less than 1 and others much greater than
1. As a result, employing the adjustable code matrices can provide a decrease in the BER
upper bound since the value in the denominator increases.
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4.5 Fully Distributed Adaptive Robust Matrix Optimiza-
tion Algorithm
Inspired by the analysis developed in the previous section, we derive a fully distributed
ARMO (FD-ARMO) algorithm which does not require the feedback channel in this sec-
tion. We will extend the exact PEP expression in [98] for MIMO communication systems
to the AF cooperative MIMO systems with the adaptive DSTC schemes. Then, we design
the FD-ARMO algorithm to determine and store the adjustable code matrices at the relay
nodes before the transmission in Phase II.
The exact PEP expression of an STC has been given by Taricco and Biglieri in [98],
which contains the sum of the real part and the imaginary part of the mean value of the
error probability, and the moment generating function (MGF) is employed to compute the
mean value. To extend the exact PEP expression to the cooperative MIMO systems, we
can rewrite the received symbol vector at the destination node as
RRD =
nrX
k=1
k[i]Dk[i]C[i] +NRD[i];
whereDk[i] denotes the equivalent channel matrix of the network. For simplicity, we as-
sume the synchronization is perfect, and each relay node transmits the STC matrix simul-
taneously and the received symbol vector at the destination node will be the superposition
of each column of each STC code. The equivalent noise vector contains the AWGN at the
destination node as well as the amplified and re-encoded noise vectors at the relay nodes.
As a result the PEP expression of the AF cooperative MIMO system with the adaptive
DSTC can be derived as
P(C1 ! C2 j eq) = Q
k D(C1  C2) kFp
2No

; (4.35)
where N0 = Tr(I + D) denotes the received noise variance at the destination n-
ode. We define  = C1   C2 as the distance between the code words, and  =q
1
2No
DHDHH and we assume that the eigenvalue decomposition of H can
be written as V V H, where V stands for a unitary matrix that contains the eigenvectors
of H and  contains all the eigenvalues of the square of the distance vector. Define
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an N  N matrix Z = D, and Z  Nc(Z ;Z), where Z = 0 denotes the mean
and Z = E

Z
H
Z

stands for the covariance matrix. The expression of the error
probability is given by
(c) = E [exp( c)] = E

exp( c
r
1
2No
[DHDHH])

= E

exp

 c
r
1
2No
[ZZH]

=
exp ( HZB(I + ZB) 1Z)
det

I + c
2
p
2N0
H

= det

I +
c
2
p
2N0
H
 1
;
(4.36)
whereB = I
N
H, and c = a+jb is the variable defined in the MGF with a = 1
4
and
b is a constant. By inserting (4.36) into the pairwise error probability expression in [98],
we can obtain the exact PEP of the adaptive DSTC scheme written as
Pe =
1
2J
JX
i=1
f<[(c)] + b
a
=[(c)]g+ EJ ; (4.37)
where EJ ! 0 as J !1.
Since the PEP is proportional to (4.36), it is clear that minimizing the PEP is equal to
maximizing the determinant of I + c
2
p
2No
H. As a result, the optimization problem
can be written as
opt(c) = argmax
l
l(c); l = 1; 2; ::: (4.38)
where l(c) stands for the lth candidate code matrix. For simplicity the candidate code
matrices are generated randomly and satisfy the power constraint. In order to obtain the
adjustable code matrix we can first randomly generate a set of matrices, and then substi-
tute them into (4.36) to compute the determinant. In the simulation, we randomly generate
500 code matrices and choose the optimal one according to the FD-ARMO algorithm. The
optimal code matrix with the largest value of the determinant which achieves the minimal
PEP will be employed at the relay node. A summary of the FD-ARMO is given in Table
4.3.
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Table 4.3: Summary of the FD-ARMO Algorithm
1: Choose the N  T STC scheme used at the relay node
2: Determine the dimension of the adjustable code matrix  which is N N
3: Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of H and store the result in 
4: Generate a set of  randomly with the power constraint Tr(kHk )  PR
5: For all , compute
(c) = det

I + c
2
p
2N0
H
 1
6: Choose the code matrix according to
opt(c) = argmaxll(c)
7: Store the optimal code matrix opt at the relay node
4.6 Simulations
The simulation results are provided in this section to assess the proposed scheme and
algorithms. The cooperative MIMO system considered employs an AF protocol with
the Alamouti STBC scheme in [5] using QPSK modulation in a quasi-static block fading
channel with AWGN. The effect of the direct link is also considered. It is worth to mention
that with a simple modification, the proposed ARMO algorithms can be employed by the
DF cooperative systems. The number of antennas and the number of relay nodes can also
be changed. The system is equipped with nr = 1 relay node and N = 2 antennas at each
node. In the simulations, we set the symbol power 2s as equal to 1, and the power of the
adjustable code matrix in the ARMO algorithms are normalized. The SNR in the simula-
tions is the received SNR which is calculated by SNR = k
Pnr
k=1eqk [i]Dk2F
1+kPnrk=1eqk [i]Geqk [i]ARkD[i]k2F .
It is worth to mention that the constellation scheme and the number of antennas used in
this section are different from that in the previous section.
The upper bounds of the D-Alamouti, the R-Alamouti in [6] and the adaptive Alamouti
STC in C-ARMO RLS algorithm, derived in previous subsections, are shown in Fig. 4.1.
The maximum diversity order is equal to 4. The theoretical pairwise error probabilities
provide the largest decoding errors of the three different coding schemes and as shown
in the figure, by employing a randomized matrix at the relay node it decreases the de-
coding error upper bound. The bounds become tighter to the respective coding schemes
as the SNR increases. The comparison of the simulation results in a better BER perfor-
mance of the R-Alamouti and the D-Alamouti which indicates the advantage of using the
randomized matrix at relay nodes. The C-ARMO RLS algorithm optimizes the random-
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ized matrices after each transmission which contributes to a lower error probability upper
bound, and the ML detection algorithm, requires substitution of all possible combina-
tions of the symbols into the cost function, provides the optimal performance at the cost
of an exponential increase of computation complexity. In this chapter the computational
complexity of ML detection is O(TN3).
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Figure 4.1: BER performance vs. SNR for the upper bound of the Alamouti schemes
without the direct link
The proposed C-ARMO SG algorithm with a linear MMSE receiver is compared with
the SM scheme and the DSTC algorithms in [13], [99], [6] and [33] in Fig. 4.2. It is worth
mentioning that the coding schemes in the simulations are different. In the proposed
algorithm and the algorithms in [13], [99] and [6], the information symbols are formed
in a spatial multiplexing scheme, sent from the source node to the relays and re-encoded
at the relay node. On the other hand, the full-opportunistic code [33] space-time encoded
the information symbols at the source node instead of re-encoding at the relay node. The
diversity order is about 2 in this figure because of the utilization of the linear detector.
The step sizes for the iterative optimization are  = 0:01 and  = 0:03, which are chosen
according to [100]. The results illustrate that without the direct link, by making use of
the STC technique, a significant performance improvement can be achieved compared
to the spatial multiplexing system. The RSTC algorithm in [6] outperforms the STC-AF
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schemes in [13] and [99], while the C-ARMO SG algorithm can improve the performance
by about 3dB as compared to the RSTC algorithm. The STC scheme in [33] achieves a
much better performance compared to other schemes although this comparison must be
considered with caution. In [33] the standard 2  2 Alamouti STBC is employed at the
source node, which indicates the received matrix at the relay node is amplified without
the interference to the orthogonality of the code. Moreover, encoding at the source node
requires more time slots to transmit so that the transmission rate is half compared to the
proposed C-ARMO algorithm. It is also worth to mention that the C-ARMO algorithm
can be employed in an opportunistic scheme to achieve a better BER performance as both
of the algorithms employ the STCs and can perform the optimization at the destination
node. With the consideration of the direct link, the results indicate that the diversity order
can be increased, and using the C-ARMO SG algorithm an improved performance is
achieved with 2dB of gain as compared to employing the RSTC algorithm in [6] and 3dB
of gain as compared to employing the traditional STC-AF algorithm in [13].
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Figure 4.2: BER performance vs. SNR for C-ARMO SG algorithm with and without the
direct link
In Fig. 4.3, BER curves of different Alamouti coding schemes and the proposed C-
ARMO RLS algorithm with and without the direct link using an ML detector are com-
pared. In Fig. 4.3, the R-Alamouti scheme improves the performance by about 4dB
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without the direct link compared to the D-Alamouti scheme, and the C-ARMO RLS algo-
rithm provides a significant improvement in terms of gains compared to the other DSTC
schemes. When the direct link is considered, all the coding schemes can achieve the full
diversity order and obtain lower BER performances compared to that without the direct
link, and still the C-ARMO RLS algorithm which optimizes the adjustable code matrix
achieves the lowest BER performance.
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Figure 4.3: BER performance vs. SNR for C-ARMO RLS algorithm with and without
the direct link
The simulation results shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.6 illustrate the convergence prop-
erty of the C-ARMO SG algorithm. All the schemes have an error probability of 1 at
the beginning because at time slot 0 nothing is transmitted and received and in the first
20 time slots, it is obvious to see the advantage in BER by using the DSTC and RSTC
schemes. The proposed C-ARMO-SG algorithm achieves an improvement in BER per-
formance compared to the BER performance of original RSTC scheme. After the first
20 symbols are received and detected, the curves drop quickly to a low BER level. The
SNR settles to 30dB in the simulation. The R-Alamouti scheme in [13] achieves a better
BER performance compared with the spatial multiplexing scheme and the R-Alamouti
scheme in [6] can reach a lower BER than the C-ARMO algorithm. With the number of
received symbol increasing, the BER curve of the spatial multiplexing, the D-Alamouti
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and the R-Alamouti schemes are almost straight, while the BER performance of the C-
ARMO algorithm can be further improved and obtain a fast convergence after receiving
140 symbols.
Figure 4.4: BER performance vs. number of samples for C-ARMO SG algorithm without
the direct link
Figure 4.5: BER performance vs. number of samples for C-ARMO SG algorithm without
the direct link
The simulation results shown in Fig. 4.6 illustrate the influence of the feedback chan-
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nel on the C-ARMO SG algorithm. As mentioned in Section I, the optimized code matrix
will be sent back to each relay node through a feedback channel. The quantization and
feedback errors are not considered in the simulation results in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, so
the optimized code matrix is perfectly known at the relay node after the C-ARMO al-
gorithm; while in Fig. 4.6, it indicates that the performance of the proposed algorithm
will be affected by the accuracy of the feedback information. In the simulation, we use
4 bits to quantize the real part and the imaginary part of the element in the code matrix
eqkj [i], and the feedback channel is modeled as a binary symmetric channel with differ-
ent error probabilities. As we can see from Fig. 4.6, by decreasing the error probabilities
for the feedback channel with fixed quantization bits, the BER performance approaches
the performance with the perfect feedback, and by making use of 4 quantization bits for
the real and imaginary part of each parameter in the code matrix, the performance of the
C-ARMO SG algorithm is about 1dB worse with feedback error probability of 10 3.
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Figure 4.6: BER performance vs. SNR for C-ARMO algorithm with perfect and imper-
fect feedback links, quantization bits = 4
In Fig. 4.7, we plot the average error probability with respect to the SNR for the
FD-ARMO algorithm and the C-ARMO SG algorithm with perfect feedback. The C-
ARMO curve and the FD-ARMO curve outperforms the others because they optimize
the adjustable code matrices with the same criterion, but 1dB of gain has been obtained
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by the C-ARMO SG algorithm because the exact adjustable code matrix is transmitted
back to the relay node in a delay-free and error-free feedback channel. While the FD-
ARMO chooses the optimal adjustable code matrix by using the statistical information of
the channel before transmission so that the performance will be influenced, resulting in a
gain less than 1dB.
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Figure 4.7: Full-distributed ARMO algorithm and C-ARMO SG algorithm
4.7 Summary
We have proposed centralized adaptive robust matrix optimization (C-ARMO) algorithms
for the AF cooperative MIMO system using a linear MMSE receive filter and an ML
receiver at the destination node. The pairwise error probability of introducing the adaptive
DSTC in a cooperative MIMO network with the AF protocol has been derived. In order
to eliminate the need for a feedback channel we have derived a fully-distributed ARMO
(FD-ARMO) algorithm which can achieve a similar coding gain without the feedback
as compared to the C-ARMO algorithms. The simulation results illustrate the advantage
of the proposed ARMO algorithms by comparing them with the cooperative network
employing the traditional DSTC scheme and the RSTC scheme. The proposed algorithms
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can be used with different DSTC schemes using the AF strategy and can also be extended
to the DF cooperation protocol.
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5.1 Introduction
The application of DSTC schemes at relay nodes in a cooperative network can offer the
system diversity and coding gains to mitigate the interference by providing more copies
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of the desired symbols at the destination. However, a serious issue for distributed MIMO
systems using a DSTC scheme is the asynchronous transmission from the relays or the
delayed reception of the DSTC scheme at the destination. The delayed code matrices or
vectors forwarded from the relays shift the DSTC structure which results in collapse of
rank design criterion and leads to deterioration of decoding performance. In order to tack-
le the delay problem, various delay-tolerant distributed space-time coding (DT-DSTC)
schemes [106] - [110] which address the delay between relay nodes have been recently
considered for distributed MIMO systems. Extending the distributed threaded algebraic
space-time (TAST) codes [106], Damen and Hammons designed a delay-tolerant coding
scheme in [107] by the extension of the Galois field employed in the coding scheme to
achieve full diversity and full rate. A further optimization which ensures that the codes
in [107] obtain full diversity with the minimum length and lower decoding complexity
is presented in [108]. The authors of [109] propose delay-tolerant distributed linear con-
volutional STC schemes which can maintain the full diversity property under any delay
situation among the relays. In [110], a transmit processing technique based on linear con-
stellation precoder (LCP) design is employed to construct an optimal DT-DSTC scheme
to achieve the upper bound on the error probability.
In the literature so far, two basic configurations of distributed space-time coding
schemes have been reported: one in which the coding is performed independently at
the relays [6, 7] and another in which coding is performed across the relays [107, 110].
The received symbol matrix at the destination node in the first configuration is a sum of
fully encoded DSTC schemes from each relay node, while in the second configuration the
received symbol matrix contains only one DSTC scheme encoded across all the relays.
Considering delays between the relay nodes, the sum of the DSTC schemes will be af-
fected by imperfect asynchronous superposition of signals in the first configuration, while
the structure of the received DSTC schemes in the second configuration will be switched.
It is not clear the key advantages of these schemes and their suitability for situations with
delays. In addition, the work on delay-tolerant space-time codes has focused on encoding
using a fixed scheme, such as TAST codes in [106], which is difficult to implement with
other DSTC schemes. In the literature, the DSTC designs in [14, 32–34, 89, 90, 111, 112]
can achieve full diversity order and high coding gains but are vulnerable to the delays.
In order to implement the existing DSTC schemes and overcome the delay issues, a gen-
eral delay-tolerant encoding design and algorithm is needed. Moreover, the DT-DSTC
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schemes in the literature do not employ feedback or optimal relay selection algorithms to
improve the performance of the systems. The advantage of employing feedback to opti-
mize DSTC schemes have been studied in [7] with various space-time coding schemes.
However, strategies to exploit feedback and improve the design of DT-DSTC schemes
remain unexplored. Opportunistic cooperation algorithms are reported in [33] and [111].
The authors in [33] provide three relay selection algorithms for distributed systems which
can achieve a lower bit error rate (BER) performance compared to the traditional equal
power allocation schemes, and an opportunistic resource allocation optimization design
which maximizes the delay-limited capacity and minimizes the outage probability is giv-
en in [111]. However, the single-antenna relays are employed in the designs so that if a
DSTC scheme is employed at the relay node it will be disturbed after selecting the opti-
mal relay or allocating the optimal relay to the best position when delays are considered
among the relays.
In this chapter, we propose an adaptive delay-tolerant DSTC scheme and algorithm-
s for cooperative MIMO relaying systems with a feedback channel and different delays
among relay nodes. The work is first introduced and discussed in [112]. Two scenar-
ios are considered in the design, one is a cooperative system with single-antenna relay
nodes, another is a cooperative system with multi-antenna relay nodes. We first propose
a delay-tolerant adjustable code matrices optimization (DT-ACMO) algorithm based on
the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion subject to constraints on transmitted power at the
relays for different cooperative systems. Specifically, adaptive optimization algorithms
using stochastic gradient (SG) and recursive least square (RLS) estimation methods are
developed for the DT-ACMO algorithm in order to release the destination from the high
computational complexity of the optimization process. We study how the adjustable code
matrices affect the DSTC scheme during the encoding process and how to optimize the
adjustable code matrices by employing an ML detector. Then we analyze the differences
in terms of the rank criterion and pairwise error probabilities (PEP) of the distributed
space-time block coding (DSTBC) schemes in these two system configurations with the
same number of antennas and the same delay profiles. We focus on how the different
systems affect the delay tolerance of the DSTBC schemes and conclude that the DST-
BC schemes in distributed systems with multi-antenna relay nodes can address the delays
from relay nodes compared to the cooperative system employing single-antenna relays.
After designing the proposed DT-ACMO algorithm for cooperative MIMO systems using
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the DF strategy, we extend our design to cooperative systems exploiting the AF proto-
col and the opportunistic relaying algorithms in [33] in order to achieve a delay-tolerant
adjustable code matrices opportunistic relaying optimization (DT-ACMORO) algorithm
which can address the delay issue when the optimal power allocation and relay selection is
employed. The proposed delay-tolerant designs can be implemented with different types
of DSTC schemes in cooperative MIMO relaying systems with DF or AF protocols.
Unlike our prior work [7], we discuss and show the advantages and disadvantages of
employing DSTBC in different cooperative systems with different protocols in this chap-
ter. The analyses of the proposed designs indicate the improvement of using the proposed
designs in a cooperative MIMO relaying system with asynchronous relaying. The is-
sue of asynchronous reception at the destination node can be addressed by the proposed
DT-ACMO algorithms, while the BER performance is improved by the optimization al-
gorithms. Moreover, the combination of the proposed DT-ACMO algorithms and the
opportunistic schemes in [33] provides a delay-tolerant DSTC design with optimal relay
selection. All the detection errors, including errors in DF protocol and feedback errors
at each relay node, have been considered in the algorithm design in order to show the
potential of implementation of the proposed algorithms in practical circumstances.
5.2 Cooperative MIMO System Model
We consider a cooperative communication system, which consists of one source node, nr
relay nodes (Relay 1, Relay 2, ..., Relay nr), a feedback channel and one destination node
as shown in Fig. 5.1. Both the source and the destination employ N antennas and can
either transmit or receive at one time. The number of antennas at the relays is denoted by
B. We consider two types of system configurations in this chapter, one is called multiple
antenna system (MAS) configuration which employs relay nodes with B = N antennas,
and another one is called single antenna system (SAS) configuration which employs relay
nodes with B = 1 antenna. As mentioned in the previous section, MAS obtains a sum
of the fully-encoded DSTC schemes at the destination and SAS obtains one full DSTC
scheme at the destination. The diversity order of MAS and SAS with the same number
of distributed antenna elements is the same shown in Section V. A delay profile which is
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Figure 5.1: Cooperative Wireless Communication System
given by  = [1; 2; :::; nr ], where k denotes the relative delay of the signal received
from the kth relay node as a reference to the earliest received relay signal. The maximum
relative delay is denoted as max. Assumptions are considered as follows:
1. 0  1  2  :::  max, and s are integers.
2. The source and the relay nodes do not know the delay profile . However, the
destination node knows perfectly.
3. The destination node knows the channels between the relays and the destination
perfectly, and the relays know the channels between the source node and themselves per-
fectly.
4. The total number of antennas at the relays for the two system models is the same in
order to have a fair comparison. That leads to more relay nodes in SAS compare to MAS.
It is worth to mention that if the delay coefficients are not integer, which leads to
the imperfect superposition between the received space-time encoded schemes sent from
different relays and the received code matrices at the destination node can no longer to be
considered as individual coding matrices. We consider only one user at the source node
in our system that operates in a spatial multiplexing configuration. Let s[i] denote the
transmitted information symbol vector at the source node, which contains N parameters,
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s[i] = [s1[i]; s2[i]; :::; sN [i]], and has a covariance matrix E

s[i]sH [i]

= 2sIN , where 
2
s
denotes the signal power. The source node broadcasts s[i] to nr relay nodes as well as
to the destination in the first hop, and all the relay nodes can detect the received symbol
vectors with no errors.
The received symbols are re-encoded at each relay node prior to transmission to the
destination node in the second hop. We first consider the kth relay node in MAS, theN1
signal vector s[i] will be re-encoded by anN T DSTC schemeM (s), multiplied by an
N  N adjustable code matrix k[i] generated randomly [6], and then forwarded to the
destination. The relationship between the kth relay and the destination can be described
as
RRkDMAS [i] = G

RkDMAS
[i]kMAS [i]MRkDMAS [i] +NRkD[i]; (5.1)
where GRkDMAS [i] denotes the (max + T )  N delayed version of the channel matrix
between the kth relay node and the destination node and MRkDMAS [i] is the N  T
DSTC scheme. NRkD[i] stands for the noise matrix at the destination with variance 
2
d.
The (max + T )  N received symbol matrix RRkDMAS [i] in (3.1) can be written as an
N(max + T ) 1 vector rRkDMAS [i] given by
rRkDMAS [i] =keqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]~s[i] + nRkD[i]; (5.2)
where theN(max+T )NT delay profile matrixk = [0kN ; IN ;0(max k)N ] at the
kth relay nodes is considered. The block diagonal NT NT matrix eqkMAS [i] denotes
the equivalent adjustable code matrix and the NT  N matrix GeqkMAS [i] stands for the
equivalent channel matrix which is the DSTC schemeM (s) combined with the channel
matrix GRkDMAS [i]. ~s[i] stands for the data vector processed by the relay node with the
AF or DF protocol. The N(max + T )  1 equivalent noise vector nRkD[i] generated at
the destination node contains noise samples.
In SAS, the nr  T DSTC schemeM (s) is encoded across all the relay nodes. At the
kth relay node, a 1N code vectormk(s) is re-encoded which denotes the kth column in
M(s). The re-encoded code vector will be multiplied by a 1N adjustable code vector
k[i] prior to transmission to the destination. The signal matrix sent from the kth relay
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node can be described as
RRkDSAS [i] = g

RkDSAS
[i](kSAS [i] mRkDSAS [i]) +NRkD[i]; (5.3)
where gRkDSAS [i] denotes the (max + T )  1 delayed version of the channel vector be-
tween the kth relay node and the destination andNRkD[i] stands for the noise matrix with
variance 2d. The (max + T )  N received symbol matrix RRkDSAS [i] in (5.3) can be
written as an N(max + T ) 1 vector rRkDSAS [i] given by
rRkDSAS [i] =kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]~s[i] + nRkD[i]; (5.4)
where the block diagonal N  N matrix eqkSAS [i] denotes the diagonal equivalent ad-
justable code matrix and the block diagonal NT  N matrix GeqkSAS [i] stands for the
equivalent channel matrix. The N(max + T ) 1 equivalent noise vector nRkD[i] gener-
ated at the destination node contains the noise parameters.
After rewriting the received vectors in (5.2) and (5.4) we can consider the received
symbol vector at the destination node as an N(T + max + 1)  1 vector. Therefore, the
received symbol vector for MAS and SAS can be written respectively, as
rMAS[i] =
24 HSD[i]Pnr
k=1keqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]
35 ~s[i] +
24 nSD[i]
nRD[i]
35
=DDMAS [i]~s[i] + nD[i];
(5.5)
and
rSAS[i] =
24 HSD[i]Pnr
k=1kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]
35 ~s[i] +
24 nSD[i]
nRD[i]
35
=DDSAS [i]~s[i] + nD[i];
(5.6)
where theN(max+T +1)N matricesDD[i] in MAS and SAS denote the channel gain
matrix of all the links in the network. We assume that the coefficients in all channel matri-
ces are independent and remain constant over the transmission. TheN(max+T +1)N
noise vector nD[i] contains the equivalent received noise vector at the destination, which
can be modeled as complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 2d.
According to the proposed designs, the system we considered needs a feedback chan-
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nel for transmitting the optimized code matrices and the information of the optimal relay
node back to the relays. We have studied the effect of using a Binary Symmetric Channel
(BSC) as the feedback channel in [7] and concluded that imperfect feedback channel with
different error probabilities and different numbers of bits in quantization lead to different
detection errors in the optimized code matrices at the relays and also cause degradation
of the BER performance at the destination. In this chapter, we assume the feedback chan-
nel is error-free and delay-free for simplicity. A guard interval is also considered in this
system.
5.3 Delay-Tolerant Adjustable Code Matrix Optimiza-
tion for Delayed DSTC Schemes
In this section, we propose a delay-tolerant adjustable code matrix optimization (DT-
ACMO) strategy which employs an ML receiver at the destination for designing DSTC
schemes in MAS and SAS. Adaptive RLS and SG algorithms [59] for determining the
parameters of the adjustable code matrix with reduced computational complexity are also
devised. The DSTC scheme encoded at each relay node employs an ML-based adjustable
code matrix, which is computed at the destination node and obtained by a feedback chan-
nel in order to process the data symbols prior to transmission to the destination. It is
worth to mention that the code matrices will be sent back to the relays through a feedback
channel after the optimization and they are only used at the relays so the direct link from
the source node to the destination node is not considered for simplicity.
5.3.1 DT-ACMO Algorithm for MAS
The ML criterion is employed for optimizing the adjustable code matrices and performing
symbol detection in the DT-ACMO algorithm, which is equivalent to a least-squares (LS)
criterion in this case. AnNDmatrixS is stored at the destination which contains all the
possible combinations of the transmitted symbol vectors, whereD denotes the number of
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the possible combination. The constrained ML optimization problem can be written ash
s^[i]; ^eqkMAS [i]
i
= argmin
s[i];eqkMAS [i]
krMAS[i]  r^MAS[i]k2;
s:t:
nrX
k=1
Tr(eqkMAS [i]
H
eqkMAS
[i])  PR; for d = 1; 2; :::; D;
(5.7)
where r^MAS[i] =
Pnr
k=1

eqkMAS
[i]GeqkMAS [i]sd[i] denotes the received symbol vector
without noise which is determined by substituting the dth column of S into (3.20), and
eqkMAS [i] denotes theN(max+T )NT delayed adjustable code matrix at the kth relay
node. As mentioned in [7], an ML detection and an optimization of the adjustable code
matrix are implemented in the proposed algorithms. Different types of detectors such as
MMSE and sphere decoders can be used in order to reduce the computational complexity.
The ML optimization problem for determining the transmitted symbol vector in (5.7) is
given by
s^[i] = argmin
sd2S
krMAS[i] 
nrX
k=1
eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]sdk2: (5.8)
By substituting each column in S into (5.8) to search the most likely transmitted symbol
vector s^[i] according to the ML detection, we can then calculate the optimal adjustable
code matrix eqkMAS [i]. The Lagrangian expression of the optimization problem in (5.7)
is given by
L = krMAS[i] 
nrX
k=1
eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i]k2+(
nrX
k=1
Tr(eqkMAS [i]
H
eqkMAS
[i]) PR);
(5.9)
and by taking the instantaneous gradient of L with respect to the code matrix
(eqkMAS [i])
 we can obtain
rL(eqkMAS [i]) =  rMAS[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]
+
nrX
l=1;l 6=k
eqlMAS [i]GeqlMAS [i]s^[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]
+eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]
=(rlMAS [i]  rMAS[i])s^H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]
+eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i];
(5.10)
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where rlMAS [i] =
Pnr
l=1;l 6=k

eqlMAS
[i]GeqlMAS [i]s^[i] stands for the received vec-
tor without the desired code matrix. The optimal code matrix ^

eqkMAS
[i] requires
rL(eqkMAS [i]) = 0, and the optimal adjustable code matrix is given by
eqkMAS [i] = (rMAS[i]  rlMAS [i])s^H[i]GHeqkMAS [i](GeqkMAS [i]s^[i]s^H[i]GHeqkMAS [i])y:
(5.11)
It is worth to mention that the last term related to the power constraint in (5.9) is not
considered during the optimization in (5.11) which is due to the high computational com-
plexity of calculating the value of . The power constraint can be achieved by the nor-
malization method described by
eqkMAS [i] =
p
PR

eqkMAS
[i]qPnr
k=1Tr(

eqkMAS
[i](eqkMAS [i])
H)
: (5.12)
RLS Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The RLS estimation algorithm for the code matrix eqkMAS [i] is derived in this section.
The superior convergence behavior of LS type algorithms when the size of the adjustable
code matrix is large is the reason for its utilization. It is worth to mention that the compu-
tational complexity reduces from cubic to square by employing the RLS algorithm.
In order to derive an RLS algorithm to compute ^

eqkMAS
[i], the optimization problem
is given by
^

eqkMAS
[i] = argmin
eqkMAS
[i]
iX
n=1
i nkrMAS[n]  r^MAS[i]k2;
s:t:
nrX
k=1
Tr(eqkMAS [i](

eqkMAS
[i])H[i])  PR;
(5.13)
where  stands for the forgetting factor. By expanding the right-hand side of (5.13), taking
the gradient with respect to (eqkMAS [i])
 and equating the terms to zero, we obtain
eqkMAS [i] =
 
iX
n=1
i nreMAS [n]r
H
kMAS
[n]
! 
nX
i=1
i nrkMAS [n]r
H
kMAS
[n]
! 1
; (5.14)
where the N(max + T )  1 vector reMAS [n] = keqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s[i] and
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rkMAS [n] = GeqkMAS [i]s[i]. The power constraint is still not considered during the deriva-
tion but is enforced by the normalization strategy after the optimization. We can define
	[i] =
iX
n=1
i nrkMAS [n]r
H
kMAS
[n] = 	[i  1] + rkMAS [n]rHkMAS [n]; (5.15)
and
Z[i] =
iX
n=1
i nreMAS [n]r
H
kMAS
[n] = Z[i  1] + reMAS [n]rHkMAS [n]; (5.16)
so that we can rewrite (5.14) as
eqkMAS [i] = Z[i]	
 1[i]: (5.17)
By employing the matrix inversion lemma in [15], we can obtain
	 1[i] =  1	 1[i  1]   1k[i]rHkMAS [i]	 1[i  1]; (5.18)
where k[i] = ( 1	 1[i  1]rkMAS [i])=(1 +  1rHkMAS [i]	 1[i  1]rkMAS [i]). We define
P [i] = 	 1[i] and substitute (5.16) and (5.18) into (5.17) to obtain the expression of the
code matrix which is given by
eqkMAS [i] = Z[i  1]P [i] + reMAS [i]rHkMAS [i]P [i]
= Z[i  1]P [i  1] +Z[i  1]k[i]rHkMAS [i]P [i  1] + reMAS [i]rHkMAS [i]P [i]
= eqkMAS [i  1] +  1(reMAS [i] Z[i  1]k[i])rHkMAS [i]P [i  1]:
(5.19)
As mentioned before, a normalization process after (5.19) is implemented in order to
maintain the energy of the code matrices. Table 5.1 shows a summary of the DT-ACMO
RLS algorithm.
SG Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The SG estimation algorithm for the code matrixeqkMAS [i] is derived in this section. As
shown in (3.24), the inversion of the matrices is required and the computational complex-
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Table 5.1: Summary of the DT-ACMO RLS Algorithm
1: Initialize: P [0] =  1IN(max+T )N(max+T ), Z[0] = IN(max+T )N(max+T ),
2: generate [0] randomly with the power constraint Tr(eqkMAS [i]
H
eqkMAS
[i])  PR.
3: For each instant of time, i=1, 2, ..., compute
4: k[i] = 
 1P [i 1]rkMAS [i]
1+ 1rHkMAS [i]	
 1[i 1]rkMAS [i]
,
5: eqkMAS [i] = 

eqkMAS
[i  1] +  1(reMAS [i] Z[i  1]k[i])rHkMAS [i]P [i  1],
6: P [i] =  1P [i  1]   1k[i]rHkMAS [i]P [i  1],
7: Z[i] = Z[i  1] + reMAS [i]rHkMAS [i].
8: eqkMAS [i] =
p
PR

eqkMAS
[i]qPnr
k=1 Tr(

eqkMAS
[i](eqkMAS
[i])H)
.
ity will be increased by employing a large number of relay nodes or number of antennas.
By taking the instantaneous gradient term of the Lagrangian expression derived in (5.9)
with respect to the adjustable code matrix results in
rL(eqkMAS [i]) = r
 
rMAS[i] 
nrX
k=1
eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i]
!H
(eqkMAS
[i])
re[i]
=  s^H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]re[i];
(5.20)
where re[i] = rMAS[i] 
Pnr
k=1

eqkMAS
[i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i] stands for the error vector. After
we obtain (5.20) the proposed SG algorithm can be obtained by introducing a step size into
a gradient optimization algorithm to update the result until the convergence is reached.
The DT-ACMO SG algorithm is given by
eqkMAS [i+ 1] = 

eqkMAS
[i] + (s^H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]re[i]); (5.21)
where  denotes the step size in the recursions for the estimation.
The energy of the code matrices in (5.21) will be increased with the processing of
the adaptive algorithm, which will contribute to the reduction of the error probability.
The normalization of the code matrix expressed in (5.12) is applied to ensure that the
energy is not increased and for a fair comparison among the analyzed DSTC schemes. A
summary of the DT-ACMO SG algorithm is given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Summary of the DT-ACMO SG Algorithm in MAS
1: Generate [0] randomly with the power constraint.
2: For each instant of time, i=1, 2, ..., compute
3: rL(eqkMAS [i]) =  s^
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i]re[i],
4: where re[i] = rMAS[i] 
Pnr
k=1

eqkMAS
[i]GeqkMAS [i]s^[i].
5: Update eqkMAS [i] by
6: eqkMAS [i+ 1] = 

eqkMAS
[i] + rL(eqkMAS [i]) ,
7: Normalization: eqkMAS [i] =
p
PR

eqkMAS
[i]qPnr
k=1 Tr(

eqkMAS
[i](eqkMAS
[i])H)
.
5.3.2 DT-ACMO Algorithm for SAS
The main difference of the DT-ACMO algorithm in SAS compared with that in MAS is
the computational complexity which is related to the dimension of the adjustable code
matrices used at the relays. If we assume that the samples of the data received by the
antennas used at the relays are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) and consider
the relay nodes as one unit transmitter, the distributed array formed by the relays can be
seen as one transmitter with nr antennas. The equivalent received vector at the destination
is expressed as
rSAS[i] =
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s[i] + nRD[i]; (5.22)
where the block diagonalNN matrixeqkSAS [i] denotes the equivalent adjustable code
matrix for the kth antenna and the block diagonal NT  N matrix GeqkSAS [i] stands for
the equivalent channel matrix combined with the DSTC scheme and the 1  N channel
vector between the kth antenna and the destination.
According to the ML criterion, the optimization problem can be written as
h
s^[i]; ^eqkSAS [i]
i
= argmin
s[i];eqkSAS [i]
krSAS[i] 
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s[i]k2;
s:t: Tr(eqkSAS [i]
H
eqkSAS
[i])  PR; for d = 1; 2; :::; D:
(5.23)
After we obtain s^[i] by using an ML detector derived in the previous section, we can
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rewrite the Lagrangian expression of (5.23) as
L = krSAS[i] 
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i]k2+(Tr(eqkSAS [i]HeqkSAS [i]) PR);
(5.24)
where  stands for the Lagrange multiplier. In order to obtain the optimal adjustable code
matrices, we have to expand the right-hand side of L , compute the gradient terms with
respect to the kth matrix eqkSAS [i], and equate them to zero, which results in
^eqkSAS [i] = (kGeqkSAS [i])
y[i](s^[i]s^H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k )
y; (5.25)
where
[i] =rSAS[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k
  (
nrNX
l=1;l 6=k
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k :
(5.26)
The detailed derivation is shown in Appendix III. Note that the last term in (5.24) which
contains the Lagrange multiplier  is not considered in the optimization algorithm. The
value of  can be obtained by substituting (5.25) into (5.24), or this procedure can be
avoided by employing the normalization to achieve the power constraint as derived in
(5.12) in order to reduce the computational complexity.
RLS Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The RLS optimization problem of the adjustable code matrices is written as
^eqkSAS [i] = arg min
eqkSAS [i]
iX
n=1
i nkrSAS[n]  r^SAS[i]k2: (5.27)
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By expanding the right-hand side of (5.27), taking the gradient with respect to eqkSAS [i]
and equating the terms to zero, we obtain
eqkSAS [i] =
 
iX
n=1
i nkGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s[i]r
H
kSAS
[n]
!
 
nX
i=1
i nGeqkSAS [i]s[i]r
H
kSAS
[n]
! 1
:
(5.28)
The power constraint is enforced by the normalization strategy after the optimization. In
order to implement the RLS estimation algorithm we can define
	SAS[i] =
iX
n=1
i nrkSAS [n]r
H
kSAS
[n] = 	SAS[i  1] + rkSAS [n]rHkSAS [n]; (5.29)
and
ZSAS[i] =
iX
n=1
i nreSAS [n]r
H
kSAS
[n] = ZSAS[i  1] + reSAS [n]rHkSAS [n]; (5.30)
where reSAS [n] = kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s[i] and rkSAS [n] = GeqkSAS [i]s[i]. Thus, we
can rewrite (5.28) as
eqkSAS [i] = ZSAS[i]	
 1
SAS[i]: (5.31)
By employing the matrix inversion lemma in [15], we can obtain
	 1SAS[i] = 
 1	 1SAS[i  1]   1kSAS[i]rHkSAS [i]	 1SAS[i  1]; (5.32)
where kSAS[i] = ( 1	 1SAS[i   1]rkSAS [i])=(1 +  1rHkSAS [i]	 1SAS[i   1]rkSAS [i]). We
defineP SAS[i] = 	 1SAS[i] and by substituting (5.30) and (5.32) into (5.31), the expression
of the code matrix is given by
eqkSAS [i] = ZSAS[i  1]P SAS[i] + reSAS [i]rHkSAS [i]P SAS[i]
= ZSAS[i  1]P SAS[i  1]
+ZSAS[i  1]kSAS[i]rHkSAS [i]P SAS[i  1]
+ reSAS [i]r
H
kSAS
[i]P SAS[i]
= eqkSAS [i  1] +  1(reSAS [i] ZSAS[i  1]kSAS[i])rHkSAS [i]P SAS[i  1]:
(5.33)
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By using the algorithm in Table I we can obtain the optimal code matrices, and the only
differences are the initialized matrices P [0] =  1INN , and Z[0] = INN for SAS.
SG Code Matrix Estimation Algorithm
The SG estimation algorithm for the code matrix eqkSAS [i] is derived in this section. As
shown in (5.25), the inversion of the matrices is required and the computational complex-
ity will be increased by employing a large number of relay nodes or number of antennas.
We can rewrite the expression of the received vector for SAS in (5.22) at the destination
node as
rSAS[i] =
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
Gkeqkj SAS
[i]kjSAS [i]s[i] + nD[i]; (5.34)
where Gkeqkj SAS
[i] denotes the N(max + T )  N equivalent channel matrix combining
with the delay profile, the DSTC scheme, and the channel vector between the jth antenna
of the kth relay node and the destination node. The ML based Lagrangian expression is
derived as
L = krSAS[i] 
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
Gkeqkj SAS
[i]kjSAS [i]s^[i]k2; (5.35)
and a simple adaptive algorithm for determining the adjustable code matrices can be de-
rived by taking the instantaneous gradient terms of the Lagrangian expression with respect
to the scalar kjSAS [i] in eqkSAS [i], which is
rLkjSAS [i] = r
 
rSAS[i] 
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
Gkeqkj SAS
[i]kjSAS [i]s^[i]
!H
kjSAS
[i]
re[i]
=  sH[i](Gkeqkj SAS [i])
Hre[i];
(5.36)
where re[i] = rSAS[i]  
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1G
k
eqkj SAS
[i]kjSAS [i]s^[i] stands for the error vector.
After we obtain (5.36) the proposed SG algorithm can be obtained by introducing a step
size  into a gradient optimization algorithm to update the result until the convergence is
reached. The DT-ACMO SG algorithm for SAS is given by
kjSAS [i+ 1] = kjSAS [i] + (s
H[i](Gkeqkj SAS
[i])Hre[i]); (5.37)
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By following the steps in Table 5.2 we have the DT-ACMO SG algorithm in SAS.
5.4 DT-ACMO Algorithm with Opportunistic DSTCs
In this section, we extend the DT-ACMO algorithms to cooperative systems with the
AF strategy using the opportunistic relaying schemes in [33] and design delay-tolerant
adjustable code matrices opportunistic relaying optimization (DT-ACMORO) algorithms.
The opportunistic relaying techniques in [33] for the AF strategy chooses the best relay
and antenna which can achieve a lower BER performance compared to the traditional
equal power allocation schemes for the AF protocol systems. Three opportunistic relaying
algorithms are designed in [33] for two-hop cooperative systems, namely opportunistic
AF scheme, which uses DSTC schemes at the source node in the first phase and selects
the best relay nodes in the second phase; opportunistic source, which selects the best
antenna at the source node in the first phase and uses DSTCs at the relay nodes in the
second phase; and fully-opportunistic, which optimizes the transmitting power both at the
source node and at the relay nodes. A feedback channel is employed which allows the
destination node to inform the optimal relay and to send back the optimized code matrices
to the relays. The delay profiles for different relay nodes are considered in the design
described in this section. For simplicity, we only show the design of the DT-ACMORO
algorithms for MAS.
The system model is described as follows. The power used at the source node is
defined as P1 and the total power used among all the relay nodes is P2 =
PnrN
k=1 P2;k
where k denotes the total number of antennas among the relay nodes. In the first phase,
the source node will encode the MPSK or M-QAMmodulated information symbol vector
s[i] to an T N STC matrix, which gives
S[i] = [A1s[i]A2s[i] :::ANs[i]] ; (5.38)
whereAn, n = 1; :::; N , are T  T unitary matrices. The source node broadcast the STC
matrix to the nr relay nodes after the encoding, and the received symbol at the kth relay
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node is described by
Xk[i] =
r
P1T
N
S[i]F k +N k; (5.39)
where F k denotes the N  N channel matrix between the source node and the kth re-
lay node, and N k is the matrix whose entries are complex zero-mean complex random
variables with variance 2n1 .
In the second phase, according to the AF protocol the received symbols will be re-
encoded and amplified before being forwarded to the destination node. It is worth to
mention that instead of transmitting the fixed linear functions of the received matrix from
the source node in [33], we generate the adjustable code matrices k[i] for the kth relay
node and multiply them by the received symbol matrices before forwarding them to the
destination node. The delay profile k for each relay node is considered as well. The
communication between the relays and the destination node can be described by
R[i] =
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
k;jgk;j[i]yk;j[i]k;j[i] +N d; (5.40)
where
k;j =
s
Pk;j
2F kP1 + 
2
n1
;
yk;j[i] = k;j[i]Xk[i];
(5.41)
and gk;j[i] is the N  1 channel coefficients vector between the jth antenna in the kth
relay and the destination. By substituting (5.39) and (5.41) into (5.40) we can obtain the
received matrix derived as
R[i] =
r
P1T
N
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
Hk;j[i]S[i]k;j[i] +W
=
r
P1T
N
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
k;jgk;j[i]k;j[i]F kS[i]k;j[i]
+
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
k;jgk;j[i]k;j[i]N kk;j[i] +N d;
(5.42)
and we can rewrite the (N  (max + T )) received matrixR[i] as an (N(T + max) 1)
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vector derived as
r[i] =
r
P1T
N
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
k;jeqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]s[i] +
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
k;jeqk;j [i]G
k;j
eqk;j
[i]nk + nd;
(5.43)
whereHk;jeqk;j [i] is the (N(max+T )N) equivalent channel matrix with the delay profile
and eqk;j [i] stands for the (N(max + T )  N(max + T )) block diagonal adjustable
code matrix. The noise vectors nk and nd are the columns ofN k andN d, respectively.
Therefore, the opportunistic relaying algorithm problem can be expressed as
k^ = argmax
k=1;2;:::;nr
SNRkins =
NX
j=1
P1T
2
k;jkeqk;j [i]Hk;jeqk;j [i]k2F2s
N2k;jkeqk;j [i]Gk;jeqk;j [i]k2F2n1 + 2d
;
for k = 1; 2; :::; nr:
(5.44)
According to the opportunistic relaying algorithms [33], the relays which can achieve
the highest SNRins are chosen to forward the symbols with transmission power P2. The
DT-ACMORO can be implemented by firstly calculating the optimized adjustable code
matrices using the DT-ACMO algorithms proposed in the Table I or Table II, followed by
choosing the optimal relay node using the SNR expressed in (5.44). For example, taking
the SG algorithm described in Table II, the DT-ACMORO algorithm is shown as
1. Use the ML detector to decode s^[i].
2. Calculate rLeqkMAS [i] =  
P1T
N
k;jre[i]s^
H[i](Hk;jeqk;j [i])
H, where
re[i] = r[i] 
q
P1T
N
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1 k;jeqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]s^[i].
3. Choose the optimal relay node by k^ = argmaxk=1;2;:::;nr SNRkins =PN
j=1
P1T2k;jkeqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2s
N2k;jkeqk;j [i]G
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2n1+2d
.
4. Update eqk;j [i] by eqk;j [i+ 1] = eqk;j [i] + rLeqkMAS [i].
5. Normalization: eqk;j [i] =
p
PReqk;j [i]qPnr
k=1 Tr(eqk;j [i]
H
eqk;j
[i])
.
A summary of the DT-ACMORO algorithms is shown in Table 5.3, and different op-
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portunistic relaying algorithms in [33] are considered. Note that the DT-ACMORO fully-
opportunistic and opportunistic source algorithms need the CSI between the source node
and the relays fn in order to maximize the received SNR and choose the optimal antenna
at the source node [33], where fn is the 1 nrN channel vector between the nth antenna
at the source node and all the relay nodes.
5.5 Analysis of the Proposed DSTBC Schemes and the
Algorithms in MAS and SAS
In this section, we will develop an analysis that explains the differences between the de-
layed DSTBCs in SAS and MAS in terms of the rank criterion and the error probability.
The convergence properties of the proposed algorithms are briefly derived in this section
as well. The ML criterion is employed in the proposed DT-ACMO algorithms and differ-
ent DSTC schemes can be implemented with the proposed design, and the fundamental
diversity order is not changed but further coding gains can be achieved.
5.5.1 Rank Criterion
The DSTBC schemes in SAS implements encoding across relay nodes, while the DSTBC
schemes in MAS provides full STBCs at each relay node. For simplicity, we consider 2
single-antenna relay nodes for SAS and 1 relay node with 2 antennas for MAS with the
same DSTC scheme for a fair comparison. In the standard STBCs in SAS such as the
Alamouti scheme, the code word consists of matrices in the form
C =
24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35 ; (5.45)
where s1 and s2 are symbols from a desired PSK or QAM constellation. The first antenna
sends the first row inC, s1 and s2, to the destination node, and the second antenna sends
the symbols s2 and s1 during the transmission interval. It is important that the determinant
of the code matrix is different from zero unless both s1 = 0 and s2 = 0.
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Table 5.3: The DT-ACMORO SG Algorithms
1: Initialization:
Generate [0] randomly with the power constraint Tr(eqkMAS
H
eqkMAS
)  PR,
2: for k = 1 to nr, do
2-1: DT-ACMORO AF Algorithm
rLeqkMAS [i] =  
P1T
N k;jre[i]s^
H[i](H
k;j
eqk;j [i])
H;
choose the optimal relay by
k^ = argmaxk=1;2;:::;nr SNRkins =
PN
j=1
P1T2k;jkeqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2s
N2k;jkeqk;j [i]G
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2n1+2d
;
2-2: DT-ACMORO Full-Opportunistic Algorithm
rLeqkMAS [i] =  
P1T
N k;jre[i]s^
H[i](H
k;j
eqk;j [i])
H;
choose the optimal relay by
k^ = argmaxk=1;2;:::;nr SNRkins =
PN
j=1
P1T2k;jkeqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2s
N2k;jkeqk;j [i]G
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F 2n1+2d
;
and the choose the best antenna at the source node by
n^ = argmaxn=1;:::;N jfnj2,
2-3: DT-ACMORO Opportunistic Source Algorithm
rLeqkMAS [i] =  
P1T
N k;jre[i]s^
H[i](H
k;j
eqk;j [i])
H;
choose the best antenna at the source node by
n^ = argmaxSNRins =
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1
keqk;j [i]H
k;j
eqk;j
[i]k2F
2n1+P1
2
Fk
;
3: Update:
eqk;j [i] by eqk;j [i+ 1] = eqk;j [i] + rLeqkMAS [i];
4: Normalization:
eqkMAS [i] =
p
PReqkMAS [i]qPnr
k=1 Tr(eqkMAS [i]
H
eqkMAS
[i])
:
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The difference matrix of the standard Alamouti STBC scheme between two codewords
can be derived as
C = C1  C2 =
24 s(1)1  s(1)2 
s
(1)
2 s
(1)
1

35 
24 s(2)1  s(2)2 
s
(2)
2 s
(2)
1

35 =
24 s1  s2
s2 s

1
35 : (5.46)
Unless C1 = C2, the rank of the difference matrix C is full. According to the rank
criterion in [41] for the STCs, the Alamouti scheme achieves full diversity.
However, the standard Alamouti scheme is not delay tolerant with SAS. Consider a
delay profile  = [0 1] in which the second transmission from the second relay node is
one-symbol slot later than the first one. Then the difference matrix is given by
C = C1  C2 =
24 s(1)1  s(1)2  0
0 s
(1)
2 s
(1)
1

35 
24 s(2)1  s(2)2  0
0 s
(2)
2 s
(2)
1

35
=
24 s1  s2 0
0 s2 s

1
35 :
(5.47)
If s(1)1 = s
(2)
1 but s
(2)
1 6= s(2)1 , the difference matrix in (5.47) is
C =
24 0  s2 0
0 s2 0
35 ; (5.48)
which suffers a rank reduction. Hence, the Alamouti scheme in SAS cannot achieve the
full diversity when a time delay happens.
In contrast to the SAS case, in MAS with nr = 2 relay nodes, the standard Alamouti
scheme can be obtained in each individual relay node, with the delay profile  = [0 1]
the delayed matrix is described by
C = C1 +C2 =
24 s1  s2 0
s2 s

1 0
35+
24 0 s1  s2
0 s2 s

1
35 =
24 s1 s1   s2  s2
s2 s

1 + s2 s

1
35 ;
(5.49)
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then the difference matrix between the 2 codewords is given by
C = C1  C2 =
24 s(1)1 s(1)1   s(1)2   s(1)2 
s
(1)
2 s
(1)
1

+ s
(1)
2 s
(1)
1

35 
24 s(2)1 s(2)1   s(2)2   s(2)2 
s
(2)
2 s
(2)
1

+ s
(2)
2 s
(2)
1

35
=
24 s1 s1  s2  s2
s2 s

1 +s2 s

1
35 ;
(5.50)
which achieves the same rank as (5.49) even when s1 = 0 or s2 = 0.
5.5.2 Error Probability
In the SAS environment, the received matrix at the destination node in (5.3) and (5.5) can
be rewritten as
RRDSAS [i] = GRDSAS [i]M

RDSAS
[i] +NRD[i]; (5.51)
where MRDSAS [i] = [i]SAS[i]MRDSAS [i] denotes the delayed randomized DSTCs
encoding across the relays. Let s1 and s2 denotes two possible modulated symbol vectors,
and given the code matrix MRDSAS [i], the PEP of decoding s1 to s2 has the following
Chernoff upper bound [41]
PEP (MRDSAS)  EGRDSAS

exp

  Es
4N0
Tr(GRDSASRSASG
H
RDSAS
)

=
Z
GRDSAS
exp

  Es
4N0
Tr(GRDSASRSASG
H
RDSAS
)

exp
  Tr(GRDSASGHRDSAS) dGRDSAS
=
1
det(I + Es
4N0
RSAS)N
;
(5.52)
whereRSAS = (MRDSAS(s1) MRDSAS(s2))(MRDSAS(s1) MRDSAS(s2))H denotes
the auto-correlation matrix of the difference code matrices. The conditional average PEP
of the delayed codeword matrix over all possible symbols and delay profiles can be written
as
Pave(M

RDSAS
) = E

Es1;s22S

PEP (MRDSAS)

; (5.53)
where S is the set of all possible combinations of the symbol vectors.
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The Chernoff upper bound in (5.52) with a high SNR scenario can be approximately
written as
Ps1;s2(M

RDSAS
)  1
( Es
4N0
)rN
Qr
n=1 
N
n
; (5.54)
where r = rank(RSAS) denotes the rank of the auto-correlation matrix and n denotes
the nth eigenvalue ofRSAS . The diversity order of the code matrix is given by rN , and is
determined by the minimum rank of the correlated code matrix. According to (5.48), the
rank reduction affects the diversity order of the code matrix so that the Alamouti matrix
code in SAS cannot achieve the full diversity and is not a delay tolerant code.
In MAS with nr = 2 relay nodes, the received symbol matrix at the destination node
can be rewritten as
RRDMAS [i] =
nrX
k=1
GRkDMAS [i]M

RkDMAS
[i] +NRD[i]
= GRDMASeq [i]M

RDMASeq
[i] +NRD[i];
(5.55)
where MRkDMAS [i] is the code matrix at the kth relay node with the delay profile, the
equivalent channel matrix is denoted as GRDMASeq [i] and the delayed code matrix is
MRDMASeq [i]. The PEP of the decoding at the destination node is upper bounded by
the Chernoff bound derived as
PEP (MRDMASeq)  EGRDMASeq

exp

  Es
4N0
Tr(GRDMASeqRMASG
H
RDMASeq
)

=
1
det(I + Es
4N0
RMAS)N
;
(5.56)
whereRMAS = (MRDMASeq(s1) MRDMASeq(s2))(MRDMASeq(s1) MRDMASeq(s2))H
denotes the auto-correlation matrix of the difference code matrices. The Chernoff upper
bound of the conditional average PEP with a high SNR over all possible symbols and
delay profiles can be expressed as
Pave(M

RDMASeq
) = E
h
Es1;s22S
h
PEP (MRDMASeq)
ii
 1
( Es
4N0
)rN
Qr
n=1 
N
n
; (5.57)
where r = rank(RMAS) stands for the rank of the auto-correlation matrix and n is the
nth eigenvalue ofRMAS . The diversity order depends on the minimum rank r and accord-
ing to (5.50) that is r = N which guarantees that the full diversity order can be achieved.
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According to [41], the rank and diversity analysis can be considered as the design criteri-
on of the delay-tolerant DSTC schemes in cooperative communication systems in a high
SNR scenario. The optimization algorithm derived in the previous section ensures that the
design of the space-time coding scheme is delay-tolerant for any given SNR and achieve
a high coding gain, and the ML detection algorithm is employed in order to achieve the
full receive diversity.
The design of the DT-ACMORO algorithms achieves a lower BER performance by
employing the proposed DT-ACMORO algorithms in cooperative systems with oppor-
tunistic relaying methods in [33]. As a result, the PEP analysis of the DT-ACMORO
algorithms in MAS and SAS is the same as that of the DT-ACMO algorithms. The only
difference is the channel matrix GRD[i] in (5.51) and (5.55) denotes the N  N chan-
nel matrix between the optimal relay node and the destination node in SAS and MAS,
respectively.
5.5.3 Convergence Analysis
As shown in the previous sections, the proposed ML based DT-ACMO algorithms allow
the optimization of the code matrix [i] update adaptively. In this section, we briefly
study the convergence of the DT-ACMO RLS and SG algorithms.
Convergence Analysis of DT-ACMO Algorithms in MAS
The ML and RLS based DT-ACMO algorithms in MAS optimize the adjustable code
matrix, and we can analyze the Hessian matrix of (5.9) and check its positive (semi-
)definiteness. By taking the second-order partial derivatives of the Lagrangian cost func-
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tion in (5.9), we can obtain the 2nd order conditions derived as
H(L ) =
@
@eqkMAS [i]
(
@L
@(eqkMAS [i])
 )
=
@
@eqkMAS [i]
( rMAS[i]sH[i]GHeqkMAS [i] +eqkMAS [i]GeqkMAS [i]s[i]sH[i]GHeqkMAS [i])
= GeqkMAS [i]s[i]s
H[i]GHeqkMAS [i];
(5.58)
where the first term s[i]sH[i] is a positive matrix and the rest of the terms denotes the mul-
tiplication of the equivalent channel vectors which is a positive-definite matrix and the
problem is convex. So that we conclude that the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian cost
function is a positive-definite matrix so that the RLS based DT-ACMO algorithms con-
verge to the global optimum under the usual assumptions used to prove the convergence
of these algorithms for convex problems.
Convergence Analysis of DT-ACMO Algorithms in SAS
The ML-based SG ACMO algorithm for SAS optimize the adjustable code matrix, and
by taking the second-order partial derivatives of the Lagrangian cost function in (5.24),
we can obtain
H(L ) =
@
@eqkSAS [i]
(
@L
@(eqkSAS [i])
 )
=
@
@eqkSAS [i]
((rSAS[i] 
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i])s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k )
=kGeqkSAS [i]s^[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k ;
(5.59)
As shown in the previous section, we conclude that the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian
cost function is a positive-definite matrix so that the ML based SG DT-ACMO algorithm
in SAS converge to the global optimum under the usual assumptions used to prove the
convergence of these algorithms for convex problems.
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5.6 Simulations
The simulation results are provided in this section to assess the proposed schemes and
algorithms. The cooperative MIMO system considered employs AF and DF protocols
with the distributed Alamouti (D-Alamouti) STBC scheme in [5], randomized Alamouti
(R-Alamouti) in [6] and linear dispersion code (LDC) in [42] using BPSK and QPSK
modulation in a quasi-static block fading channel with AWGN. The effect of the direct
link is also considered. It is possible to employ different DSTC schemes with a simple
modification and to incorporate the proposed algorithms. The cooperative MAS config-
uration equipped with nr = 1; 2 relay nodes and N = 2 antennas at each node in both
cases, while the cooperative SAS scheme employedN = 1; 2 antennas at the source node
and the destination node and nr = 1; 2 relay nodes with a single antenna in both cases. In
the simulations, we set the symbol power 2s as equal to 1, and the power of the adjustable
code matrix in the DT-ACMO algorithm is normalized. The SNR in the simulations is
the received SNR which is calculated by SNR = kDD[i]k
2
F
knD[i]nHD[i]k2F
.
The BER performance of the D-Alamouti and the R-Alamouti in the cooperative MAS
and SAS configurations without delay are shown in Fig. 5.2. The solid curves are the
BER curves without the direct link (DL) and the dashed ones are that with the DL. SAS
employing a single antenna at each node and the AF strategy with and without the DL have
the worst BER performance compared to SAS andMAS employing multiple antennas and
relay nodes. The cooperation of the DL helps SAS to achieve a higher diversity gain and
lower the BER. In SAS employingN = 2 antennas at the source node and the destination
node with nr = 2 single-antenna relay nodes, and MAS employing the same number
of the antennas at the source node and the destination node with nr = 1 relay node
using N = 2 antennas, the superposition of the BER curves can be observed. With the
cooperation of the DL, a higher order of diversity can be achieved. The simulation results
lead to the conclusion that with the same number of antennas at the source node and the
destination node in SAS and MAS, if the number of the relay nodes with single antenna is
the same as the number of multi-antenna relay nodes, the same diversity order and BER
performance can be achieved when the synchronization is perfect at the relay node. The
diversity order of the DF MAS networks without the direct link is equal to 4, while that
of the AF SAS networks is equal to 2. According to the figure, if there are the same
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number of antennas at source and destination in MAS and SAS, and if the total number
of antennas among the relays is equal, the same diversity order can be achieved by these
two different systems.
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Figure 5.2: BER performance vs. SNR for SAS and MAS employing the Alamouti
schemes without the delay profile
In Fig. 5.3, BER curves of different DSTC schemes without the DL using an ML
detector are compared using the SAS scheme with N = 2 relay nodes. Different delay
profiles are considered to evaluate the performance of D-Alamouti, R-Alamouti using
BPSK and R-LDC using QPSK in SAS. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the R-Alamouti scheme
improves the performance by about 2dB without the DL compared to the D-Alamouti
scheme when perfect synchronization is considered. When the delay profile  = [0; 1]
is considered among the relay nodes, it is shown that the D-Alamouti and R-Alamouti
are not delay tolerant schemes in SAS. The R-LDC schemes using QPSK modulation
constellation with different delay profiles are shown in Fig. 5.3. It is shown in Fig.
5.3 that the R-LDC in SAS is not a delay tolerant scheme because of the degradation
of the BER performance. When employing the proposed DT-ACMO algorithm in SAS,
a performance improvement is obtained in R-Alamouti and R-LDC schemes. However,
the BER curves of the Alamouti and LDC schemes using DT-ACMO algorithms are still
worse than that of the Alamouti and LDC schemes with perfect synchronization among
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the relays.
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Figure 5.3: BER performance vs. SNR for SAS
The proposed DT-ACMO algorithm is compared with different DSTC schemes and
different delay profiles in MAS in Fig. 5.4. In the proposed algorithms the DF strategy
is employed which requires re-encoding at the relay nodes, and a full STC scheme is
obtained at each of the nr = 2 relay nodes. The results illustrate that without the DL,
by making use of the randomized encoding technique in [6], a 2dB BER performance
improvement can be achieved compared to the D-Alamouti scheme with and without
the delay. The simulation results illustrate that MAS with different delay profiles when
the same DSTC schemes are considered, a 1dB performance improvement is obtained
by the delayed STC compared to a non-delayed one. It is because when the full DSTC
schemes can be obtained at the relay nodes as employed in MAS, at the destination node a
delayed symbol matrix with increased dimension is received which means the observation
window is bigger than that with the non-delayed MAS. When the DT-ACMO algorithms
are employed in Alamouti and LDC schemes, better BER performances can be achieved.
With the consideration of the delay profiles, the results indicate that the diversity order
will not be reduced, and using the DT-ACMO RLS algorithm an improved performance
is achieved with 3dB of gain as compared to employing the RSTC algorithm in [6] and
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5dB of gain as compared to employing the traditional DSTBC algorithm. In the case of
max = 2, a increase of diversity order can be obtained according to the simulation results
shown in Fig. 5.4. It is because we assume the delays are between the relays in MAS and
SAS, so if the value of the maximum delay coefficient max is bigger than the value of T
in the DSTC scheme, a non-overlapped STC scheme will be received at the destination
node and in this case, individual DSTC schemes without superposing with others will be
received at the destination node and the diversity order increases.
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Figure 5.4: BER performance vs. SNR for DT-ACMO RLS algorithm for MAS
The proposed DT-ACMORO algorithms with Alamouti scheme and an ML receiver
is compared in MAS in Fig. 5.5. N = 2 antennas at each node and nr = 2 relay n-
odes are employed. Different delay profiles are considered in different relay nodes. It is
shown in the figure that the BER result of the cooperative system with DSTC schemes
and AF protocol achieves a diversity order of 2, and by employing opportunistic relaying
(OR), fully-opportunistic (FO) and opportunistic source (OS) algorithms, a 2dB to 3dB
BER improvement can be further achieved, respectively. In [33], the benefits of employ-
ing three opportunistic relaying algorithms are explained. In the proposed DT-ACMORO
algorithms, the DT-ACMO algorithms are combined with different opportunistic relay-
ing algorithms in order to achieve a BER improvement as shown in the previous section.
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According to the simulation results in Fig. 5.5, a 2dB to 3dB gains can be achieved by
using DT-ACMORO compared to the systems only use opportunistic relaying algorithms.
It is worth to mention that different DT-ACMORO algorithms require different compu-
tational complexities as shown in Table III, and the DT-ACMORO-FO algorithm which
requires the choice of the best antenna at the source node and the use of the best relay n-
ode can achieve the best BER performance as compared with the DT-ACMORO-OR and
DT-ACMORO-OS algorithms.
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OS−AF [15]
DT−ACMORO−OS
Figure 5.5: BER performance vs. SNR for DT-ACMORO SG algorithm for MAS
In Fig. 5.6, the proposed DT-ACMORO SG algorithms are employed among the relay
nodes in SAS. Compared to the opportunistic algorithms in [33], the DT-ACMORO algo-
rithms achieve a 2dB to 4dB improvement compared to the original opportunistic relaying
algorithms as shown in Fig. 5.6. When comparing the curves in Fig. 5.6 to those in Fig.
5.5, it is noticed that the diversity order of the curves in Fig. 5.6 and that in Fig. 5.5 are
the same because the same DSTBC schemes are employed in MAS and SAS, however
the BER performances in Fig. 5.3 are worse that that in Fig. 5.5. The reason for worse
BER performances in SAS is due to the lower number of antennas used in SAS according
to the opportunistic relaying algorithms. In SAS nr = 2 relay nodes with a single anten-
na are employed and after the optimization, only one relay node with N = 1 antenna is
chosen to transmit the re-encoded information symbols. On the contrary, the best relay
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node in MAS contains N = 2 antennas to forward the re-encoded DSTC scheme to the
destination which ensures the complete DSTC scheme is received at the destination node.
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Figure 5.6: BER performance vs. SNR for DT-ACMORO SG algorithm for SAS
5.7 Summary
We have proposed a delay-tolerant adjustable code matrix optimization (DT-ACMO)
scheme and algorithms for cooperative MIMO systems with a feedback channel using
an ML receiver at the destination node to mitigate the effect of the delay associated with
DSTCs from relay nodes. Two types of cooperative systems have been analyzed by com-
paring the pairwise error probability of the delayed DSTCs and the rank criterion. In
order to achieve a better BER performance and eliminate the computation complexity at
the destination node, we have introduced the SG and RLS algorithms in the proposed
design. We have extended the proposed algorithms to cooperative MIMO systems with
the AF strategy and opportunistic relaying algorithms in order to devise delay-tolerant
adjustable code matrix opportunistic relaying optimization (DT-ACMORO) algorithms.
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The simulation results have illustrated the performance of the two different cooperative
systems with the same number of transmit and receive antennas, and the advantage of
the proposed DT-ACMO and DT-ACMORO algorithms by comparing them with the co-
operative network employing the traditional DSTC scheme and the RSTC scheme. The
proposed algorithms can be used with different DSTC schemes and can also be extended
to cooperative systems with any number of antennas.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary of the Work
In this thesis, novel distributed space-time coding schemes and optimization algorithms in
cooperative relaying networks have been proposed and investigated. In particular, coop-
erative systems with multi-antenna relays and single-antenna relays have been considered
along with optimization strategies to design space-time coding schemes and algorithms.
Iterative adaptive algorithms were derived and used to reduce the computational complex-
ity of the proposed optimization techniques. The background techniques required to the
development of the main contributions of this thesis have been discussed at the beginning
of Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The algorithms and designs in the Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are pro-
posed in order to address the issues discussed in the literature and the drawbacks of prior
art. Also a literature review of the designs and algorithms related to the research in this
thesis has been done and the designs and algorithms have been compared with the pro-
posed algorithms in terms of BER performance, sum rate performance and computational
complexity.
In Chapter 3, joint adaptive power allocation and receiver design algorithms accord-
ing to different criteria subject to a power constraint in a cooperative MIMO system are
investigated. Joint iterative estimation algorithms with low computational complexity for
computing the power allocation parameters and the linear receive filter has been derived,
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which allows the proposed algorithms utilized in mobile communication networks and
wireless sensor networks. Simulations showed the proposed algorithms can achieve im-
proved performance compared to existing techniques.
In Chapter 4, novel distributed space-time coding schemes are designed for coopera-
tive MIMO networks. Firstly, centralized adaptive robust matrix optimization (C-ARMO)
algorithms have been designed for cooperative MIMO system with AF protocol using a
linear MMSE receive filter and an ML receiver at the destination node. In order to elim-
inate the need for a feedback channel, a fully-distributed ARMO (FD-ARMO) algorithm
has been devised and investigated which can achieve a similar coding gain without the
feedback as compared to the C-ARMO algorithms. The pairwise error probability of in-
troducing the adaptive DSTC in a cooperative MIMO network with the AF protocol has
been derived. The simulation results illustrate the advantage of the proposed ARMO al-
gorithms and the proposed algorithms can be used with different DSTC schemes as well
as different cooperation protocols.
In Chapter 5, the proposed algorithms in Chapter 4 were extended to a delay-tolerant
adjustable code matrix optimization (DT-ACMO) scheme and algorithms. Two types of
cooperative systems have been analyzed by comparing the pairwise error probability of
the delayed DSTCs and the rank criterion. The SG and RLS algorithms are utilized in
the proposed designs in order to achieve a better BER performance and eliminate the
computation complexity at the destination node. The opportunistic relaying algorithms
are considered in the proposed designs in order to devise delay-tolerant adjustable code
matrix opportunistic relaying optimization (DT-ACMORO) algorithms. The simulation
results have illustrated advantages of the proposed algorithms compared to existing de-
signs.
Modern mobile and wireless sensor network communications require energy saving
and fast transmission with low errors. With advanced detection and estimation algorithm-
s, mobile devices and sensors can restrict the energy used in the detection procedure in
order to achieve a longer battery life. The adaptive optimization techniques with fast
convergence property used in the proposed algorithms in this thesis can be considered
as a key advantage for practical implementation in the real world. The tables of the
comparison of the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms and the existing
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algorithms indicate the advantage of the proposed coding designs. The novel joint de-
sign of the distributed space-time coding schemes and receive filter shown in the thesis
focus on the improvement of the BER performance with low computational complexity.
Different existing DSTCs can be used in the proposed coding design which widens the
utilization of the proposed schemes. In addition, the delay issue in cooperative relaying
networks is addressed by the proposed DT-ACMORO algorithms which provide a delay
tolerant DSTC designs with promising error rate and convergence rate. With the low-
computational-complexity encoding and decoding procedures shown in the thesis, the
proposed algorithms can be easily adopted to existing cooperative MIMO systems with
different protocols, i.e., wireless sensor networks and systems with multiple antennas.
6.2 Future Work
The algorithms described in this thesis assume the channel between the nodes are flat
fading and unchanged during one transmission period. The fast fading scenario is not
considered and the DSTC designs based on the fast fading channel are not considered in
this thesis. In order to widen the application of the algorithms, the design and operation
of the proposed algorithms in fast fading channels should be considered in the future.
The designs in Chapter 3 and 5 require feedback to transmit the power allocation ma-
trices or optimal coding matrices to the source node and the relays. The BSC feedback
and limited feedback channel are considered in the designs, and the proposed algorithms
suffer a loss in performance because of the feedback errors. In the future, the robustness
of the proposed algorithms should be considered and further researched.
In the proposed designs, stochastic gradient and recursive least squares adaptive op-
timization algorithms are used in order to reduce the computational complexity of the
optimization techniques. However, the slow convergence rate of the adaptive optimiza-
tion algorithms is a weakness if the channel is fast fading. Therefore, developing adaptive
optimization algorithms with faster convergence rate is another area for future research.
As cooperative MIMO networks are widely used in modern mobile communication-
s, such as wireless sensor networks, multi-user cooperative MIMO systems should be
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considered. The principles and designs of a single-user scenario are different from that
of a multi-user scenario so that in order to achieve a wide application of the proposed
algorithms more work is needed in future research.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Equation (4.7) and (4.8)
We show how to obtain the expression of the linear MMSE receive filter wj[i] and the
adjustable code matrix eqkj [i] in equation (4.7) and (4.8) in Section III in the following.
The MSE optimization problem is given by
[wj[i];eqk [i]] = arg min
wj [i];eqk [i]
E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2 ; s:t: Tr(eqk [i]Heqk [i])  PR:
We define a cost function associated with the optimization problem above and expand it
as follows
L = E
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2+ (Tr(eqk [i]Heqk [i])  PR)
= E

sj[i]s

j [i]
 wHj [i]E r[i]sj [i]  E sj[i]rH[i]wj[i] +wHj [i]E r[i]rH[i]wj[i]
+ (Tr(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i])  PR);
(A.1)
where  stands for the Lagrange multiplier and should be determined before the calcula-
tion. It is worth to notice that the first, the third and the fifth terms are not functions of
wHj [i], so by taking the gradient of L with respect to w
H
j [i] and equating the terms to 0,
we can obtain
L 0wj [i] =  E

r[i]sj [i]

+ E

r[i]rH[i]

wj[i] = 0: (A.2)
By moving the first term in (A.2) to the right-hand side and by multiplying the inverse
of the auto-correlation of the received symbol vector, we obtain the expression of the
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linear MMSE receive filter as wj[i] = R 1p, where the auto-correlation matrix R =
E [r[i]rH[i]] and the cross-correlation vector p = E

r[i]sj [i]

.
In order to obtain the expression of the adjustable code matrixeqkj [i] we have to rewrite
the received symbol vector r[i] as
r[i] =
nrX
k=1
eqk [i]Geqk [i]~sSRk [i] + nRD[i] =
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]geqkj
[i]~sSRkj [i] + nRD[i];
(A.3)
where eqkj [i] denotes the adjustable code matrix assigned to the jth received symbol
~sSRkj [i] at the kth relay node, and geqkj [i] stands for the jth column of the equivalent
channel matrix Geqk [i]. By substituting (A.3) into (A.1), the expression of L can be
written as
L =E

sj[i]s

j [i]
 wHj [i]E[(~r + nRD[i])sj [i]]  E[sj[i](wHj [i](~r + nRD[i]))H]
+ E[(wHj [i](~r + nRD[i]))
HwHj [i](~r + nRD[i])] + (Tr(eqk [i]
H
eqk
[i])  PR);
where ~r =
Pnr
k=1
PN
j=1eqkj [i]geqkj
[i]~sSRkj [i]. We do not have to consider the first and
the second terms because they are not functions of Heqkj [i] so taking the gradient of L
with respect to eqkj [i] these terms will disappear. The last three terms contain the sum
of the adjustable code matrices, and we focus on the exact jth code matrix we need and
consider the rest of the sum terms as constants. We can rewriteL as
L =  E
h
sj[i](w
H
j [i]eqkj [i]geqkj
~sSRkj [i])
H
i
+ (eqkj [i]
H
eqkj
[i]  PRI)
+ E[(wHj [i]eqkj [i]geqkj
[i]~sSRkj [i])
HwHj [i]eqkj [i]geqkj
[i]~sSRkj [i]];
(A.4)
and by taking the gradient of L in (A.4) with respect to eqkj [i] and equating the terms
to zero, we can obtain eqkj [i] =
~R
 1 ~P , where ~R = E
h
sj[i]~sSRkj [i]wj[i]w
H
j [i] + I
i
and ~P = E
h
sj[i]~sSRkj [i]wj[i]g
H
eqkj
[i]
i
:
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Derivation of Equation (4.10)
We show the detailed derivation of the C-ARMO SG algorithm in this section. First, we
have to rewrite the received symbol vector rRkD transmitted from the kth relay node. By
employing the AF cooperative strategy and space-time coding schemes at the relay node,
the received symbol vector at the relay nodes will be amplified and re-encoded prior to
being forwarded to the destination node. Let us first define the amplified symbol vector
before re-encoding as
~sSRk [i] = ARkD[i](F SRk [i]s[i] + nSRk [i])
= ARkD[i]F SRk [i]s[i] +ARkD[i]nSRk [i]
= FRk [i]s[i] + nRk [i];
(B.1)
where ARkD[i] denotes the N  N amplify matrix at the kth relay node. The symbol
vector ~sSRk [i] will be mapped to anN T space-time code matrixM (~s), and multiplied
by an adjustable code matrix which is generated randomly before being forwarded to the
destination node. By substituting (B.1) into (4.4), the relationship between all the relay
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nodes and the destination node can be written as
rRD =
nrX
k=1
eqk [i]Geqk [i](F Rk [i]s[i] + nRk [i]) + nRD[i]
=
nrX
k=1
eqk [i]Dk[i]s[i] + nD[i]
=
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]dkj [i]sj[i] + nD[i];
(B.2)
where the NT N matrixDk[i] contains all the channel information between the source
node and the kth relay node, and between the kth relay node and the destination node.
The noise vector at the destination node nD[i] is Gaussian with covariance matrix 2(1+
Tr(
Pnr
k=1eqk [i]Dk[i]))IN . By substituting (B.2) into (4.5), we can rewrite the MSE
optimization problem as
[wj[i];eqkj [i]] = arg minwj [i];eqkj [i]
E
"
ksj[i] wHj [i](
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]dkj [i]sj[i] + nD[i])k2
#
;
s:t: Tr(
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]
H
eqkj
[i])  PR:
(B.3)
By taking the instantaneous gradient ofL in (A.1) with respect to wHj [i] and 
H
eqkj
[i] we
can obtain
rLwj [i] = rE
ksj[i] wHj [i]r[i]k2wj [i] = (sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])Hrwj [i](sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])
=  ej [i]r[i];
rLeqkj [i] = rE
"
ksj[i] wHj [i](
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]dkj [i]sj[i] + nRD[i])k2
#
eqkj [i]
= reqkj [i](sj[i] w
H
j [i](
nrX
k=1
NX
j=1
eqkj [i]dkj [i]sj[i] + nRD[i]))
H(sj[i] wHj [i]r[i])
=  ej[i]sj [i]wj[i]dHkj [i];
(B.4)
where ej[i] = sj[i] wHj [i]r[i] stands for the jth detected error. By employing step sizes
 and  for the receive filter and the code matrix recursions, respectively, we obtain the
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C-ARMO SG algorithm derived as
wj[i+ 1] = wj[i] + (e

j [i]r[i]);
eqkj [i+ 1] = eqkj [i] + (ej[i]s

j [i]wj[i]d
H
kj
[i]):
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Appendix C
Derivation of Equation (5.23)
We show how to obtain the optimal adjustable code matrices in the SAS. The ML-based
optimal problem is derived in (5.24). We can expand the righthand side of L in order to
obtain the expression of eqkSAS [i], as described by
L = (rSAS[i] 
nrNX
l=1
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])(rSAS[i] 
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i])
H
= rSAS[i]r
H
SAS[i]  rSAS[i](
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i])
H
  (
nrNX
l=1
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])r
H
SAS[i]
+ (
nrNX
l=1
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])(
nrNX
k=1
kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i])
H;
(C.1)
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and if we focus on the kth adjustable matrix eqkSAS [i], take the gradient terms with
respect to it and equate the result to 0, we can obtain
dL
deqkSAS [i]
=  rSAS[i]s^H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]Hk + (
nrNX
l=1
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k
=  rSAS[i]s^H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]Hk + (
nrNX
l=1;l 6=k
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k
+kGeqkSAS [i]eqkSAS [i]s^[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k
= 0:
(C.2)
Finally, we move the terms that do not containeqkSAS [i] to the other side of the equation
and take the pseudo-inverse of the equation and we can obtain the optimal adjustable code
matrix as
eqkSAS [i]
= (kGeqkSAS [i])
y
(rSAS[i]s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k   (
nrNX
l=1;l 6=k
lGeqlSAS [i]eqlSAS [i]s^[i])s^
H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k )
(s^[i]s^H[i]GHeqkSAS [i]
H
k )
y:
(C.3)
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Glossary
AF Amplify-and-Forward
ACMO Adjustable CodeMatrix Optimization
ARMO Adaptive RobustMatrix Optimization
AWGN AdditionalWhite Gaussian Noise
BER Bit-Error-Rate
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
BSC Binary Symmetric Channel
C-ARMO Centralized-Adaptive RobustMatrix Optimization
CF Compress-and-Forward
CSI Channel State Information
dB Decibel
D-Alamouti Distributed-Alamouti
DF Decod-and-Forward
DSTC Distributed Space-Time Coding
DSTBC Distributed Space-Time Block Coding
DT-ACMORO Delay-Tolerant Adjustable CodeMatrices Opportunistic Relaying Optimization
DT-STBC Delay-Tolerant Space-Time Block Code
FD-ARMO Fully-Distributed-Adaptive RobustMatrix Optimization
Fo Fully-Opportunistic
JAPA Joint Adaptive Power Allocation
Hz Hertz
ISI Inter-Symbol Interference
LCP Linear Constellation Precoder
LDC Linear Dispersion Code
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LMS LeastMean-Square
LS Least-Squares
MAP Maximum A Posteriori probability
MAS Multiple Antenna System
MBER Minimum Bit Error Rate
MGF Moment Generating Function
MIMO Multiple-InputMultiple-Output
MISO Multiple-Input Single-Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MMSE MinimumMean Square Error
MSE Mean Square Error
MSR Maximum Sum Rate
OR Opportunistic Relaying
OS Opportunistic Source
OSIC Ordered SIC
OSTBC Othogonal Space-Time Block Code
PA Power Allocation
PAM Phase AmplitudeModulation
PDF Probability Density Function
PSK Phase-Shift Keying
QAM Quadrature AmplitudeModulation
QOSTBC Quasi Othogonal Space-Time Block Code
R-Alamouti Randomized-Alamouti
RSTC Randomized Space-Time Code
RLS Recursive Least-Squares
SAS Single Antenna System
SER Symbol Error Rate
SD Sphere Decoder
SG Stochastic Gradient
SIC Successive Interference Cancellation
SIMO Single-InputMultiple-Output
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
SISO Single-Input Single-Output
SM SpatialMultiplexing
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
STBC Space-Time Block Code
STC Space-Time Coding
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
TAST Threaded Algebraic Space-Time
ZF Zero Forcing
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